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Many of our daily life activities, such using a new computer or playing sports rely on the 
acquisition and retention of specific movement patterns. Our ability to learn these patterns 
depends on multiple behavioral and neuronal processes. While animal research has described 
learning-related plastic changes within the cerebellum and primary motor cortex (M1), little is 
known how these changes relate to learning different types of human behavior. In this 
dissertation, we used non-invasive brain stimulation to assess neural excitability in these brain 
regions following motor adaptation and skill learning. In chapter 2, we investigated whether 
excitability changes occurring in the cerebellum are somatotopy-specific in the presence or 
absence of adaptive motor learning. We used transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS) to assess 
cerebellar excitability and found that learning elicited changes for not only a trained effector, 
but also for an uninvolved effector, likely related to inter-effector transfer of learning. 
However, when assessing excitability during movement preparation, where no learning occurs, 
we found modulation was effector-specific, indicating that learning-related changes in 
cerebellar excitability follow a somatotopy specific rule. Subsequently we studied whether this 
cerebellar physiological mechanism also extends learning a skill, a behavior known to induce 
long-term plasticity (LTP) changes in M1. In chapter 3, we used both TMS and transcranial 
direct current stimulation to explore cerebellar and M1 mechanisms during different stages of 
motor skill learning. We found a reduction in cerebellar excitability early in skill learning, but 
not late. On the other hand, changes in M1 long-term potentiation (LTP)-like plasticity only 
occurred after a significant amount of training had taken place. While this hints towards an 
important temporal interaction in the physiological role of the cerebellum and M1 when 
learning a novel skill, it remained unclear if this result was related to acquiring distinct motor 
components that constitute the skill.  The motor skill participants learned involved integrating 
how to interact with a new device and environment (sensorimotor map), along with a sequence 
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movements. In chapter 4, we deconstructed the skill task to identify distinct physiological 
contributions of the cerebellum and M1 associated to learning each skill component. We found 
that learning the sensorimotor map, reflecting the dynamics of the skill, only elicited changes in 
cerebellar excitability, whereas learning the sequence of movements resulted in both cerebellar 
excitability and M1 LTP-like plasticity changes. These results indicate that learning the 
different components that constitute a motor skill engages the cerebellum and motor cortex in a 
concerted manner.  
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Chapter 1 – Background and Introduction  
 
1.1 General Introduction 
 
Humans have the extraordinary ability to acquire and perform complex motor behaviors that 
characterize our way of living. Take for example, Argentine superstar Lionel Messi’s ability to 
create space on the football pitch by dribbling his way past several defenders, followed by 
striking the ball past the goal keeper for a spectacular goal. We are shocked by how he is able to 
seamlessly control and perform this impressive skill with the ball, which required several years of 
training and experience to perfect. However, we take for granted how even the most routine and 
effortless movements we make, such as showering and getting dressed in the morning, also 
requires our brain to coordinate hundreds of muscles to prevent ourselves from falling and 
potentially getting injured. This is remarkable given the amount of computations our brain 
undertakes to make these movements accurately and with little conscious effort. The complexity 
of performing these movements becomes evident following illness or neurological damage that 
results in motor impairments.  
As in the case of stroke survivors, this results in difficulty to perform many daily life activities, 
and ultimately reduces the quality of life and constant need for assistance and rehabilitation. 
While the value of rehabilitation aimed to account for these impairments is well recognized, 
recovery of normal motor function is often limited with current therapeutic strategies. Thus, it is 
critical to gain a better understanding of the neurophysiological bases and neural substrates 
underlying how we learn new behaviors, in order to provide insight for improving future 
rehabilitation interventions. Specifically, we need to understand how healthy individuals are 
capable of learning and retaining new motor behaviors to not only broaden our knowledge of how 
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the central nervous system works, but to also translate this information to a clinical setting to 
perhaps augment motor relearning and recovery. 
1.2 Overview of Sensorimotor Learning 
 
In the field of system motor neuroscience, sensorimotor learning can be categorized into two 
types of behavior that involves: (1) a recalibration of a previously learned movement, such as 
adjusting your hand to use a friend’s computer mouse for the first time; (2) acquiring an entirely 
new motor control policy, such as learning to play an instrument.  
In more detail, motor adaptation refers to how our central nervous system is able to modify well-
known movements by making errors and correcting them on subsequent movements (Bastian 
2008). The overall goal in this type of learning is to regain former levels of performance in new 
settings. This sensorimotor recalibration process is critical for performing movements in our daily 
life, since we often encounter different environments that require flexibility of our movement 
patterns. For example, imagine the scenario when you rent a car for vacation travel. It is likely the 
brake pedal sensitivity of the rental car responds differently to your own car does, resulting in 
either braking too suddenly or getting dangerously close to the car in front of you. Our brain is 
capable of adjusting (i.e. recalibrating) our foot movements to account for the new brake pedal 
sensitivity within minutes of being on the road; however, when you first return back to using your 
own car, you initially misestimate how hard you need to press on the breaks due to the prior 
experience of driving with the rental car.  
The other type of learning studied here refers to motor skill learning, which involves acquiring a 
series of de novo movement patterns that are refined through continual practice and reinforced by 
successful goal completion. We engage in skill learning when we first interact with a new object 
or environment, such as playing a new instrument or taking on a new sport. For instance, imagine 
trying to execute a tennis serve for the first time. You not only have to learn a new sequence of 
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movements (i.e. tossing the tennis ball followed by a fluid overhead swing), but you also have to 
gain an understanding of how to strike the ball with your racket. Both of these components are 
critical to master in order to successfully serve the ball in the opposite player’s court. Unlike 
motor adaptation, learning this type of behavior occurs on a timescale of anywhere between 
minutes to years, and is typically operationalized in laboratory settings as shifts in the trade-off 
between speed and accuracy for a task when no systematic perturbation is present (Reis et al., 
2009).  Additionally, motor skill acquisition is also characterized by a reduction in movement 
variability with practice, whereas the faster motor adaptation process is categorized by reductions 
in errors (Shmuelof et al., 2011). For instance, a professional tennis player is capable of 
consistently serving the ball on a specific location of the opponent’s court and will show less 
temporal-spatial fluctuations in his serves when compared to a novice player.  
1.3 Overview of different forms of motor learning and their neural substrates 
 
Several lines of work have recently demonstrated that sensorimotor learning involves at least four 
distinct forms of learning that each are capable of contributing to motor adaptation and skill 
(Krakauer and Mazzoni, 2011; Haith and Krakeur 2013; Taylor and Ivry 2013). This includes, but 
is not limited to, error-based, use-dependent plasticity, reinforcement and cognitive strategies, 
each thought to involve different neuronal substrates.  
Error-based learning refers to the process of developing forward internal models (i.e. a model 
capable of predicting the consequences of a motor command) by reducing errors that relay the 
difference between predicted sensory consequences of a motor command and the resulting 
sensory feedback. The presence of this error, known as sensory prediction error, is important 
because the motor system uses this discrepancy to immediately adjust the subsequent motor 
output. Evidence from several lines of work have implicated the cerebellum as a critical structure 
involved  in error-based learning (Miall and Wolpert, 1996; Diedrichsen et al., 2005; Tseng et al., 
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2007; Criscimanga-Hemminger et al., 2010). For instance, research on patients with cerebellar 
damage have shown that adjusting internal models to reduce sensory prediction errors heavily 
depends on the cerebellum (Tseng et al., 2007; Taylor et al., 2010; Izawa et al., 2012), while both 
animal and human physiological studies have indicated that this type of learning leads to plastic 
change within the cerebellum (Medina and Lisberger, 2008; Yang and Lisberger, 2014a&b; 
Jayaram et al., 2011; Schlerf et al., 2012). 
On the other hand, reinforcement learning refers to selecting an action based on success or failure 
feedback. In other words, a particular movement that leads to a successful outcome is reinforced, 
whereas an unsuccessful outcome is avoided. This form of learning relies on the exploration of 
different motor commands in order to maximize successful outcomes. Similar to error-based 
learning, reinforcement learning is driven by comparing an expected and observed outcome. 
However, learning in this mechanism is driven by a reward prediction error that relates to the 
probability of an action resulting in a success (Sutton and Barto, 1998), thought to rely on circuits 
involving the basal ganglia (Schultz, 2006; Ramayya et al., 2014). In addition, work has also 
suggested a link between reinforcement learning and primary motor cortex (M1). For instance, 
animal work has demonstrated that dopaminergic neurons in ventral tegmental area (a major 
midbrain nucleus projecting to M1) contributes to M1 plasticity (Luft and Schwarz, 2009; Hosp 
et al., 2011) and play a role in motor skill learning (Hosp et al., 2011; Kawai et al., 2015; Rioult-
Pedotti et al., 2015). 
Beyond learning from sensory and reward prediction errors, our motor behaviors are also 
influenced by the history of our motor actions. In other words, movement repetitions or 
performing training, memory traces of that action can be identified. Repeating movements to a 
particular target has been shown to bias subsequent movements towards that direction (Huang et 
al., 2011; Verstynen and Sabes, 2011), or increase the likelihood of a movement (Diedrichshen et 
al., 2010). This repetition-induced bias in movements, known as use-dependent (plasticity) 
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learning, can occur independently of training goals, but are dependent on the history of prior 
executed movements. This form of learning is thought to originate in the primary motor cortex 
(M1), as repetitions of movement leads to plastic reorganizational changes in M1 (Classen et al., 
1998; Butefisch et al., 2000; Dayan and Cohen, 2011). For instance, when individuals repeatedly 
perform thumb movements in a particular direction, transcranial magnetic stimulation of M1 
following training is more likely to elicit responses in the trained direction (Classen et al., 1998). 
Use-dependent learning has previously been interpreted as a result of Hebbian-like changes in M1 
(De Xivry et al., 2011) and interestingly has been shown to be augmented by reinforcement 
mechanisms (Mawase et al., 2017).  
Furthermore, it is critical to point out that these different forms of motor learning, and their 
associated brain regions, contribute to how we learn new behaviors. For example, cognitive, 
reinforcement and use-dependent plasticity mechanisms are capable of contributing to motor 
adaptation, a behavior traditionally thought to rely on error based learning (Diedrichsen et al., 
2010; Huang et al., 2011; Izawa and Shadmehr, 2011; Haith and Krakauer, 2013; Taylor and Ivry, 
2011, 2014). However, we argue that the relative weights of how these forms of learning 
contribute to the learning process change throughout the course of learning a specific behavior. 
For instance, it was shown that disrupting M1 with transcranial magnetic stimulation only impairs 
motor adaptation when performance plateaus (Orban de Xivry et al., 2011), indicating that 
repetition of the same motor command plays a significant role in how much M1 contributes to 
motor adaptation. Consistent with this interpretation and the hypothesized role of the cerebellum, 
applying anodal cerebellar transcranial direct current stimulation during motor adaptation speed 
up the error correction rate, whereas the same stimulation applied over M1 enhanced motor 
retention of the recently behavior (Galea et al., 2011). Interestingly, similar stimulation effects 
have been found in motor skill learning when targeting these specific brain regions (Reis et al., 
2009, Cantarero et al., 2015).  
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1.4 Mechanisms of Learning in the Cerebellum 
 
The ability of the cerebellum to map sensory and motor signals from descending cortical 
pathways and ascending peripheral pathways onto identified cell types has led to several lines of 
work investigating the roles of cellular and synaptic plasticity mechanisms in motor learning (for 
review, see D’Angelo et al., 2016). While it is known that the cerebellum is a highly plastic 
region critical for motor learning, the underlying cellular and synaptic mechanisms are still 
misunderstood. However, the theory proposed by Marr (1969) and Albus (1971) suggests that the 
cerebellar cortex is suited for error-based learning. This theory suggests that signal carrying 
information of planned or ongoing movement is relayed to the mossy-fiber-parallel-fiber system, 
whereas the climbing fiber relays a teaching a performance error signal to the cerebellar cortex. 
When parallel fibers and climbing fibers activation coincide, long-term depression (LTD) or 
decrease in synaptic strength at parallel fiber-Purkinje cell synapse occurs. Through this process, 
the cerebellar output associated with the same movement (parallel fiber signal) is adjusted. 
Support for this hypothesis includes evidence from animal studies showing complex spike 
discharge associated with learning smooth pursuit adaptation (Medina and Lisberger, 2008) as 
well as when adapting reach movements to unexpected loads (Gilbert and Thach, 1977). 
Interestingly, one study found that prolonged bursts of climbing fiber activity, scaling with 
movement error, induce additional complex spiking in Purkinje cells (Yang and Lisberger, 2014). 
Furthermore, they showed the size of the error proportionally increases calcium levels and the 
expression of LTD. However, there are several lines of work demonstrating enhanced simple and 
complex spike discharge (e.g., potentiation of Purkinje cells) can also occur during learning 
(Bertheir and Moore, 1988; Ojakangas and Ebner, 1994).  
Evidence from non-invasive brain stimulation work in humans has also indicated 
neurophysiological changes in this region following error-based learning. For instance, changes 
in cerebellar excitability following human locomotor adaptation were found proportional to the 
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amount individuals learned (Jayaram et al., 2013). Moreover, when learning a visuomotor 
adaptation, cerebellar excitability changed only when rotations where introduced abruptly (i.e. 
large sensory prediction error), and returned back towards baseline values when movements were 
successfully calibrated (Schlerf et al., 2012). Together, these results suggest a link between 
human cerebellar excitability changes and error-based learning. 
1.5 Mechanisms of Learning in the Motor Cortex 
 
The primary motor cortex (M1) is an essential structure for learning and retention of motor 
learning. Both the anatomical and physiological organization of M1 provides the capability for 
motor representations. It is well known that M1 is organized as motor maps consisting of 
somatotopically arranged representations of muscle patterns that allow for the control of several 
joint and muscle groups (for review, see Hosp et al., 2011). Since the intra-cortical connections 
within M1 are assembled through extensive horizontal pathways spanning layers II, III, and V, it 
has been suggested that this organization can account for the coordination of complex multi-
jointed movement sequences (Kishore and Popa, 2014). This is critical for learning new motor 
skills, since developing them requires the selection and repetition of specific muscle movement 
patterns, thought to involve strengthening pathways of select intra-cortical connections while 
weakening others.  This process includes, but may not be limited to, changes in the strength of 
synaptic connections, synaptic vesicular pool, and in the formation and eliminations of synapses, 
dendrites and axons.  
Indeed, acquisition and retention of motor skill can lead to both functional (Karni et al., 1994; 
Plautz et al., 200; Rioult-Pedotti et al., 2007) and structural (Kleim et al., 2002, 2004; Kolb et al., 
2008) changes occur in M1. The physiological mechanisms that contribute to these changes are 
dependent on the times scale of learning. For example, reorganization of movement 
representations in M1 of rodent (Kleim et al., 1998a; Remole et al., 2001) and squirrel monkeys 
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(Nudo et al., 1996) is thought as slower process that likely depends on the restructuring of M1 
microcircuitry. Previous studies have shown that motor skill learning, induces structural changes 
of M1 dendritic spines and synaptic morphology (Jones et al., 1999; Kleim et al., 2002b; Harms 
et al., 2008; Xu et al., 2009; Fu et al., 2012), enhances synaptic efficacy in M1 (Rioult-Pedotti et 
al., 1998; Hodgson et al., 2005), and occludes further LTP while enhancing LTD in these 
connections (Rioult-Pedotti et al., 1998, 2000, 2007). Moreover, dopamine may also play an 
important role in skill acquisition, as in-vivo work in rats recently showed that blocking 
mesocortical dopaminergic signaling impairs motor skill learning and reduced LTP within M1 
(Molina-Luna et al., 2011). 
Evidence for neurophysiological changes following motor learning in human studies using non-
invasive brain stimulation have shown parallel results to animal work. Repeating the same 
movement pattern, in the context of learning, increases corticomotor excitability and promotes 
reorganization of movement representations (Pascual-Leone et al. 1995; Classen et al. 1998; 
Muellbacher et al. 2001; Perez et al. 2004). Motor learning also modulates LTP-like plasticity 
(Stefan et al., 2004; Ziemann et al., 2006) and occludes further LTP-like induction (Rosenkranz et 
al., 2007; Cantarero et al. 2013a&b; Avazino et al., 2015), an effect found related to motor 
retention (Cantarero et al., 2013a&b). Interestingly, administering dopamine D2 receptors-
blocking drugs in humans is capable of blocking LTP-like plasticity (Luft and Schwarz, 2009), 
and M1 plasticity induced by TMS protocols is severely altered in Parkinson’s patients off 
dopaminergic medication (Morgante et al., 2006; Ueki et al., 2006; Kishore et al., 2012).  
1.6 Assessing Neurophysiological biomarkers in humans 
1.6.1 General introduction to transcranial magnetic stimulation 
 
Transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS) is a non-invasive brain stimulation tool capable of 
stimulating distinct regions of the human brain by using induced currents. During a TMS 
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procedure, an electromagnetic stimulating coil, consisting of wire loops encased in plastic, is 
placed on top of the scalp. For the magnetic stimulation, a short current pulse (~100 us) applied to 
the coil of wire induces a magnetic field that passes perpendicular to the current flow in the coil. 
The magnetic field (~ 1.5-2 tesla) penetrates through the scalp and induces an electric field 
perpendicular to the magnetic field. TMS is thought to stimulate at sharp bends of the axon where 
thresholds to incoming current are lower. The effects of TMS depend on parameters including 
stimulus amplitude, pulse waveform, pulse duration, and the shape and orientation of the coil.  
For instance, holding the coil at an angle of 45 degrees to the medial-sagittal plane over the motor 
cortex, preferentially activates pyramidal cells transynaptically to induce indirect waves (I-wave) 
over direct activation (D-wave) of descending axons. What makes TMS an attractive method for 
scientific research is that it can be used to either assess or modulate cortical excitability, 
inhibition, connectivity between distinct brain regions, and plasticity. 
Applying a TMS pulse over M1 is capable of producing responses in contralateral muscle 
activity, known as a motor evoked potentials (MEPs). Of relevance to the studies presented here, 
MEP amplitudes are recorded with surface electromyography to quantify the level of cortico-
spinal excitability. Thus, changes in the state of cortico-spinal excitability can be assessed with 
TMS. The amplitude of MEPs resembles a complex signal that is compounded at the spinal cord, 
consisting of a series of descending cortico-spinal volleys (for review, see Hallet 2007; Di 
Lazzaro and Rothwell, 2014). The different components include the D-wave, which reflects direct 
activation of pyramidal axons part of the cortico-spinal tract, followed by several I-waves (1 ms) 
that reflect indirect depolarization of the same axons via tran-synaptic connections (Ziemann and 
Rothwell, 2000). Changing the coil orientation (with stimulation intensity being held constant) 
can affect type of volley elicited and the size of the MEP amplitude, indicating stimulation of 
different neural subpopulations.  Moving the coil over the surface of the scalp within the region 
of M1 is capable of stimulating different muscles of limbs, such as the hand and leg. Targeting a 
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specific muscle requires placing the TMS coil over the “hot spot” or area of the scalp over M1 
that when stimulated, elicits a response of the targeted muscle.  
1.6.2 Using TMS to assess the connectivity between the cerebellum and M1  
 
Ugawa and colleagues (1995) were the first to demonstrate that either a high-intensity electrical 
pulse or magnetic stimulation over the inion of the cerebellum decreases cortical-spinal 
excitability of M1. Specifically, they showed that delivering a conditioning TMS pulse over the 
cerebellum 5 to 7 ms prior to delivering another TMS pulse over M1, reduced MEP amplitudes 
relative to trials with no cerebellar stimulation (Ugawa et al., 1995; Pinto and Chen, 2001, 
Daskalakis et al., 2004). This effect of cerebellar stimulation, known as cerebellar inhibition 
(CBI), has been suggested to result from activation of Purkinje cells inhibiting the dentate 
nucleus, which in turn has excitatory projections through ventrolateral thalamus to M1 (Celnik 
2015). This interpretation is supported by work done in patients with lesions in the cerebellar-
thalamic-cortical pathway or patients with atrophy of cerebellar hemisphere showing no CBI 
(Ugawa et al., 1997; Shirota et al., 2010; Kikuchi et al., 2012). It is also consistent with results 
demonstrating deep brain stimulation of the ventrolateral thalamus in essential tremor patients 
could influence CBI responses (Molnar et al., 2004). The double-cone TMS coil, designed to 
stimulate deeper tissue, can effectively stimulate the cerebellum and is the most effect at eliciting 
CBI (Hardwick et al., 2014). However, one concern with cerebellar stimulation includes inducing 
other non-cerebellar effects in addition to activation of this pathway. Werhahn and colleges were 
able to demonstrate the appropriate stimulation parameters to assure that the effects of cerebellar 
stimulation are not directly due to activation of the brainstem or anti-dromic activation of the 
cortico-spinal tract. Together, these investigations demonstrate that the presence of CBI is 
representative of cerebellar excitability, at least assuming M1 excitability does not change. 
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Beyond paired-pulse stimulation intensity and timing, the response of CBI is also influenced by 
other critical factors. For instance, CBI is reduced during the voluntary contraction of the target 
muscle (Pinto and Chen, 2001), but not when contracting surround muscles (Panyakaew et al., 
2016). On the other hand, CBI decreases for both active and surround muscles when recorded at 
movement onset (Kassavetis et al., 2011). Therefore, it is important to consider the effects of 
muscle state if measuring CBI prior to or during movement initiation. Moreover, our group has 
also shown that the magnitude of CBI is also affected by handedness, where a stronger response 
is found for the dominant side relative to the non-dominate side (Schlerf et al., 2014). Here, we 
found an interesting relationship between CBI and reach movement variability, where stronger 
connectivity was correlated with better arm –reach precision. Stimulation of the cerebellar 
hemisphere is also capable of modulating both excitatory and inhibitory intra-cortical circuits in 
M1. Specifically, SICI was found to reduce while ICF increased in the presence of CBI 
(Daskalakis et al., 2004). In the context of motor learning, CBI has been found to change during 
error-dependent motor tasks (Jayaram et al., 2011; Schelrf et al., 2012) and when observing or 
practicing a sequential task (Torrerio et al., 2011). Interestingly, Jayaram and colleagues found 
that participants experiencing a larger magnitude of adaptation (i.e., greater degree of learning) 
expressed greater reduction in CBI.  Together these studies suggest a link between error-based 
motor learning and changes in human cerebellar excitability. In this dissertation, we considered 
changes in cerebellar excitability, probed by cerebellar-M1 stimulation, as our physiological 
marker representing cerebellar contributions to learning. 
1.6.3 General introduction to transcranial direct current stimulation  
 
Transcranial direct current stimulation (tDCS) is another form of non-invasive brain stimulation 
technique where a weak current (~1-2 mA) delivered through the skull via two small electrodes, 
can modulate cortical excitability.  Unlike the application of TMS, tDCS does not directly induce 
neuronal firing of action potentials. Rather, animal studies have shown that polarizing current can 
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alter the resting membrane potential of neurons, and induce excitability changes in spontaneous 
neuronal discharges and evoked potential amplitudes for up to five hours (Creutzfeldt et al., 1962; 
Bindman et al., 1964; Purpura and McMurtry, 1965). In humans, current induced excitability 
changes in M1 can be detected for 90 minutes post-stimulation (Nitsche and Paulus, 2001), 
however the duration of these effects are dependent on stimulation intensity and duration 
(Bindman et al., 1964; Nitsche and Paulus 2000, 2001; Liebetanz et al., 2006). 
1.6.4 Using tDCS to assess M1 long-term plasticity-like mechanisms   
 
The lasting effects on cortical excitability changes following tDCS application are thought to 
involve synaptic plasticity mechanisms similar to long-term potentiation (LTP). Indeed, a recent 
study demonstrated that in vivo tDCS induced a robust enhancement in synaptic plasticity, 
including LTP changes in the hippocampus. In humans, antagonizing N-methyl d-asparate 
(NMDA) receptors prevents the induction of long-lasting after effects (Nitsche et al., 2003a), 
while agonists increase the duration of the after-effects (Nitsche et al., 2004). Animal studies 
have confirmed the dependency of NDMA receptors (Fristch et al., 2010; Rohan et al., 2015), and 
extended this knowledge by showing that direct current stimulation LTP was absent in BNDF and 
TrkB mutant mice (Fristch et al., 2010). Interestingly, Val66Met, a common nucleotide 
polymorphism known to affect BDNF secretion in humans, decreases the response to tDCS (Puri 
et al., 2015) and affects performance of memory and learning tasks (McHughen et al., 2010; 
Dincheva et al., 2012; Taschereau-Dumouchel et al., 2016). Furthermore, the involvement of glial 
cells, and astrocytic Ca 2+ has been recently related to anodal tDCS aftereffects through 
astrocyctic Ca 2+ / IP3 signaling (Monai et al., 2016), a pathway critical to synaptic plasticity 
(Taufiq et al., 2005). Together, these findings provide a strong rational for using tDCS as an LTP-
like inducing protocol, with the potential to either assess the LTP-like plasticity changes or 
modulate motor behavior. 
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Numerous studies have demonstrated that combining motor practice with anodal tDCS (AtDCS) 
over M1 augments learning (for review, see Ammann et al., 2016). The effects of tDCS on motor 
learning are thought to occur through a mechanism similar to LTP (Reis and Fristch, 2011), given 
that overlapping LTP-like processes have been suggested to be involved in both AtDCS and 
motor learning (Fritsch et al., 2010; Cantarero et al., 2013). For example, a recent study 
demonstrated that AtDCS over M1 also modulates the effects of use-dependent plasticity (Rroji et 
al., 2015), where learning is believed to occur through strengthening synapses via LTP-like 
mechanism (Classen et al., 1998; Butefisch et al., 2000; Rosenkranz et al., 2007). Moreover, 
Cantarero and others (2013) showed that potentiating effects of AtDCS on M1 excitability are 
occluded following motor skill learning when compared to AtDCS-induced effects measured in 
the absence of training. Interestingly, the authors also provided evidence of a link between 
occlusion of LTP-like plasticity and skill retention. In this dissertation, we used the same the 
protocol as Cantarero and others (2013a&b) that combines AtDCS with TMS to assess the 
presence of occlusion of M1 LTP-like plasticity following motor learning. As such, we used 
occlusion of M1 plasticity to represent as a physiological marker of M1 contributions to learning. 
1.6.5 Applying tDCS to the cerebellum and its effects on motor learning 
 
Given the importance of the cerebellum in both cognitive and motor domains, the amount of 
studies applying tDCS over the cerebellum has increased dramatically (Grimadli et al., 2016). 
Numerous studies have shown that applying cerebellar tDCS can enhance a variety of learning 
tasks including: motor adaptation (Galea et al., 2011; Jayaram et al., 2012; Block and Celnik 
2013; Herzfeld et al., 2014; Hardwick and Celnik 2014; Panico et al., 2016), skill (Cantarero et 
al., 2015), sequential reaction time (Ferrucci et al., 2013; Ehsani et al., 2016; Wessel et al., 2016) 
and working memory (Ferrucci et al., 2008; Pope Miall 2012). A majority of studies apply 2mA 
of current and place the active electrode over one cerebellar hemisphere (~3cm lateral to the 
inion) and the reference electrode over the ipsilateral buccinators muscle (Kim van Dun et al., 
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2016). A recent modeling study has suggested that this particular montage has recently been 
shown to provide optimal electric field strength, while minimizing activation of other structures 
(Rampersad et al., 2014). Moreover, depending on the polarity applied to the cerebellar cortex, 
cerebellar tDCS can increase or decrease the connectivity between the cerebellum and motor 
cortex (i.e. modulate CBI), in the absence of motor cortex, brainstem, or spinal excitability 
changes (Galea et al., 2009). This finding has been interpreted to result from modulation of 
inhibitory output of Purkinje cells activity to the dentate nucleus, which in turn has a disynaptic 
connection with M1 through the thalamus. While it appears the effects of cerebellar tDCS are 
specific to the cerebellum, future mechanisms will need to address whether the effects of 




Scope of the Dissertation  
 
This dissertation aims to assess and further understand the neurophysiological substrates 
underlying human motor learning. We investigated changes to cerebellar and M1 excitability 
following motor adaptation and skill learning in order to better characterize how these distinct 
brain regions and their physiological mechanisms contribute to learning new behaviors. The 
findings of the work presented here not only extend our understanding of the cerebellar and M1 
role in motor learning, but also provide broad implications for developing interventions aimed at 
enhancing motor recovery following damage to the central nervous system. Chapter 2 and 3 are 
modifications of already published manuscripts (Spampinato et al., 2017; Spampinato and Celnik, 
2017). 
It is well known that one of the functions of the cerebellum in motor learning is to predict and 
account for changes imposed on the body or environment. While animal and human studies have 
shown that error-based driven adaptive learning leads to plastic changes within the cerebellum, 
the specificity of these effects in humans is unknown. In Chapter 2, we used a paired-pulse 
transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS) technique to determine whether the learning-related 
changes in cerebellar excitability (CBI) are somatotopy-specific or reflective of a global response 
capable of affecting untrained effectors. We found that learning induces cerebellar excitability 
changes for both a trained and non-trained effector. Yet, as previously shown, we found learning 
transferred between these effectors and therefore the modulation of CBI found could either be 
related to inter-effector transfer of learning (i.e. following a somatotopy-specific plastic 
mechanism) or relate to a non-specific response. To disentangle this, we investigated changes in 
cerebellar excitability in the context of movement preparation, where no learning occurred, and 
found that CBI only changed for the muscle involved in movement preparation. Together, these 
results indicate that learning-related changes in cerebellar excitability reflect a somatotopy-
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specific and further demonstrate that modulation of this physiological mechanism is also present 
in the context of inter-limb transfer of learning. 
Distinct from error-based adaptive learning, acquiring a motor skill involves learning a de novo 
movement pattern where learning results in improving the trade-off between movement speed and 
accuracy with repeated practice.  In addition to the link between error-based motor learning and 
cerebellar physiological changes, both animal and human studies have shown that repetitive 
motor learning results in LTP-like plasticity (i.e. potentiation of M1 excitability) and occlude 
induction of further LTP-like plasticity. In Chapter 3, we used both TMS and transcranial direct 
current stimulation (tDCS) to explore cerebellar and M1 physiological mechanisms when 
acquiring a new motor skill. We reasoned that skill learning likely engages a cerebellar dependent 
error-based learning to learn the dynamics of the skill task, before M1, incorporating other forms 
of motor learning such as reinforcement and use-dependent are engaged. We found that only 
early and not late skill learning modulated changes in cerebellar excitability. On the other hand, 
evidence of M1 LTP-like plasticity involvement occurred only during the late stages of motor 
skill learning. These findings highlight an important interplay between these distinct 
physiological mechanisms when learning a new behavior. However these results raise an 
important question: are the changes observed related to learning a specific component of a motor 
skill? Indeed, the skill learned here not only required individuals to learn how to interact with a 
new device/environment (sensorimotor map), but also involves performing a sequence of 
movements. 
In Chapter 4 we addressed the question posed by the results of the previous section by 
deconstructing a motor skill task into its two separate motor components: sensorimotor map and 
specific sequence of movement patterns. We used the same physiological markers as in Chapter 
3, and found that learning the sensorimotor map component resulted in modulation of cerebellar 
excitability, but not M1 LTP-like plasticity. Whereas, learning the sequential component elicited 
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cerebellar excitability changes and M1 LTP-like plasticity. These findings suggest that the nature 
of motor components that constitute a skill, ultimately determines which physiological 
mechanisms contribute to overall motor skill learning. Given our results, deficits in one brain 





Chapter 2 – Cerebellar-M1 connectivity changes associated to motor 




The cerebellum is known to play an important role in adaptive motor learning, an error-based 
process in which the brain learns to compensate for systematic movement errors. For example, in 
a visuomotor rotation, a cursor is rotated relative to hand movement such that the cursor’s 
movement direction no longer matches the hand’s. This creates a mismatch between the predicted 
and actual sensory outcome of a movement, which drives error reduction in healthy individuals 
(Tseng et al., 2007; Shadmehr et al., 2010).  The cerebellum is thought to be critical for learning 
error-based adaptation tasks (Martin et al., 1996; Diedrichsen et al., 2005; Chen et al., 2006) since 
patients with cerebellar degeneration show a marked impairment in such learning (Weiner et al., 
1983; Martin et al., 1996; Smith and Shadmehr, 2005). Additionally, acquisition of a visuomotor 
adaptation is enhanced when anodal transcranial direct current stimulation (tDCS), a form of non-
invasive excitatory stimulation, is applied over the cerebellum during training (Galea et al., 2011; 
Block and Celnik, 2013).  
While it is recognized that the cerebellum is crucial for adaptation, possible physiological 
mechanisms have only recently been explored (Medina and Lisberger, 2008; Carey, 2011; 
Schonewille et al., 2011; Gao et al., 2012; Yang and Lisberger, 2014). Transcranial magnetic 
stimulation (TMS) has been used to assess these neurophysiological responses in humans:  a 
paired-pulsed TMS technique is used to stimulate the cerebellum just prior to stimulating the 
contralateral motor cortex (M1) (Ugawa et al., 1995; Pinto and Chen, 2001; Daskalakis et al., 
2004). It is well established that dentate nucleus of the cerebellum projects to M1 (Allen and 
Tsukahara, 1974; Hoover and Strick, 1999), in a disynaptic excitatory pathway via the 
ventrolateral thalamus (Shinoda et al., 1985; Dum and Strick, 2003; Evrard and Craig, 2008). 
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Thus, this TMS technique is thought to measure the inhibitory projection from the cerebellar 
cortex to the dentate that reduces M1 activity via the dentate-thalamus-cortical pathway 
(cerebellar inhibition; CBI). We have recently shown that the level of CBI to a leg muscle, tibialis 
anterior (TA), decreases when healthy subjects learn a cerebellum-dependent locomotor 
adaptation task (Jayaram et al., 2011). Interestingly, those participants experiencing a larger 
magnitude of adaptation (i.e., greater degree of learning) expressed greater reduction in CBI.  A 
similar reduction of CBI has also been observed in a hand muscle, first dorsal interosseous (FDI), 
in subjects learning a visuomotor adaptation hand task (Schlerf et al., 2012) and in response to 
observing or performing a finger sequence task (Torriero et al., 2011). These findings suggest a 
change in cerebellar excitability associated with learning. However, it is not known whether these 
learning-associated changes are somatotopically specific to the trained effector. 
To determine whether motor learning-related changes in cerebellar-M1 connectivity are 
somatotopy-specific or global enough to affect untrained effectors, we examined CBI in both a 
hand and leg muscle (FDI and TA) before, during, and after participants learned a visuomotor 
rotation with the hand.  Since this type learning can transfer to untrained limbs (Sainburg and 
Wang, 2002; Criscimagna-Hemminger et al., 2003; Wang and Sainburg, 2004; Morton and 
Bastian, 2006; Savin and Morton, 2008; Balitsky Thompson and Henriques, 2010; Joiner et al., 
2013), modulation of CBI in an untrained limb could be related to interlimb transfer (i.e. 
reflecting a somatotopy-specific plastic mechanism), or it could be a non-specific response. 
Therefore, we also investigated CBI in the context of movement preparation, in the absence of 
motor learning.  We predicted that modulation of CBI would be somatotopy-specific in both 
situations, meaning that in the motor learning task, any CBI changes in the untrained effector 
could be related to transfer of learning. 





In total, 32 subjects (mean age 23.9 years; 19 men) participated in three experiments (10 in 
Experiment 1, 10 in Experiment 2, 12 in Experiment 3).  All subjects reported that they did not 
have conditions that would exclude them from non-invasive brain stimulation, including previous 
history of migraines, diabetes, seizures and any brain or peripheral nerve diseases.  Exclusion 
criteria also included the use of nicotine, alcohol, recreational drug use and absence of prescribed 
medication affecting the central nervous system, all of which may alter plasticity and motor 
learning. All subjects reported that they were right-handed and neurologically healthy.  All 
subjects gave informed consent approved by the Johns Hopkins Institutional Review Board.  
 
Experiment 1: CBI changes due to visuomotor adaptation 
Experimental protocol.  Each subject participated in an experiment testing changes in CBI in the 
right hand (FDI) and right leg (TA) before and during right hand visuomotor adaptation (Figure 
2.1A). The experimental session consisted of five training blocks. The Baseline block consisted 
of 200 trials with the right hand. Following Baseline, a 30-degree clockwise perturbation (CW) 
was applied to the cursor display (Adapt1, 48 trials). To assess how much the individual learned, 
each participant underwent a quick 8-trial segment with the 30-degree clockwise perturbation 
turned off (Catch). Participants then completed another 144 trials with the visuomotor rotation 
turned back on (Adapt2) to allow them to fully correct for the perturbation. Before Baseline and 
immediately after Catch and Adapt2, CBI measurements were recorded for right FDI and right 
TA. 
Behavioral tasks. Subjects were seated in front of a vertical computer screen (Figure 2.2A). A 
wireless digitizing pen (Wacom, Vancouver) was attached to their dominant index finger with co-
flex bandage. Subjects were instructed to move their finger over a digitizing tablet (Wacom, 
Vancouver) positioned horizontally at waist level.  Subjects viewed feedback of their finger 
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movements as a white dot (2mm) displayed on the computer screen. Subjects were instructed to 
move to the starting position, a white square (3mm) at the center of the screen, and then to 
“shoot” through one of eight targets that appeared 10 cm radially from the starting position.  
The 2D position of the digitizing pen was continuously recorded at 75 Hz using a custom Matlab 
program (Mathworks). All kinematic data were filtered at 10 Hz with a low-pass Butterworth 
filter and numerically differentiated to calculate velocity. The onset of each movement was 
determined as the point at which radial velocity crossed 5% of peak velocity.  Once subjects had 
moved 10 cm from the starting position (10 cm circular boundary), their final position was 
recorded.  
To ensure consistency in movement duration, subjects received auditory feedback at the end of 
each movement: a low-pitched or high-pitched tone if they were too slow (>375ms) or too fast 
(<275), respectively. Subjects’ vision of their hands or the digitizing tablet was blocked. Targets 
were displayed pseudorandomly such that every set of eight consecutive trials included one of 
each of the target positions. For each trial, subjects’ performance was quantified as the angular 
end point error, which was defined as the angle between the starting position to the center of the 
target and the imaginary line connecting the starting position to the end point (Hadipour-
Niktarash et al., 2007; Galea et al., 2011). Epochs were created by binning 8 consecutive trials. 
For each block, the initial amount of error (mean error) was determined by averaging over 





Figure 2.1: Experimental design. (A) Experiment 1 consisted of 5 behavioral blocks and three 
physiological measurements.  In Adapt1 and Adapt2, subjects were exposed to a 30° CW cursor 
rotation; cursor movement was veridical in the remaining blocks.  CBI was assessed before Base, 
and after Catch and Adapt2. The numbers in each block represent number of trials. (B) 
Experiment 2 consisted of 11 behavioral blocks. Adapt1 and Adapt2 had a 30° CW rotation; 
other blocks were veridical. Red: right foot movements.  Blue: right hand movements.  There 
were no physiological measurements for this experiment.  (C) In Experiment 3, pre-movement 
CBI for the FDI was assessed at five different timings (T1–T5) prior to movement initiation with 
either the index finger or foot, with T1 at cue onset and T5 being the closest to movement onset. 
Timings were adjusted to individual response times. Experiment 4 mirrored the set-up of 





Figure 2.2: Methods. A) Set-up for the behavioral task used in all three experiments. 
Participants viewed the vertical computer monitor for visual feedback about the task and 
trained with the right hand before switching to the right foot to assess hand-to-foot transfer. 
For foot movements, the tablet was placed vertically and the foot was propped up. B) Coil 
placement to measure CBI. This technique requires paired-pulse stimulation in which one TMS 
coil is placed over M1 (test) and the other over the cerebellum (condition). To determine CBI 
for the right hand muscle (FDI), the conditioning pulse was delivered over the right cerebellum 
5ms before the test pulse was applied over the left M1 representation of FDI.  The same 
procedure was followed to determine CBI for the right leg muscle (TA), with the test pulse 
applied over the left M1 representation of TA. 
 
EMG Recordings and TMS protocol. Electromyography (EMG) was recorded with Ag/AgCl 
EMG electrodes placed over the training first dorsal interosseous (FDI) muscle and ipsilateral 
tibialis anterior (TA) muscle (Experiment 1: right FDI and TA, Experiment 3: right FDI). EMG 
data were stored for offline analysis using Signal software (CED, Cambridge). Primary motor 
cortex (M1) excitability of the right FDI (Experiment 1 and 3) and TA (Experiment 1 only) 
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muscles was assessed using a 70 mm-diameter figure-of-eight transcranial magnetic stimulation 
(TMS) coil (Magstim, Montreal) over the motor representation of the muscle. To localize the 
stimulation site and maintain consistency of responses, we used a Brain Sight neuronavigation 
system (Rogue Research, Montreal). After determining the resting motor thresholds (rMT) for 
these muscles using standard procedures (Rossini et al 1994), we determined the stimulator 
output intensity needed to elicit motor evoked potentials (MEPs) of ~1mV (SI1mV) at rest and 
prior to movement onset (Expt. 3 only). TMS prior to movement onset was triggered via a 
customized MATLAB function using the peri-triggering capability of the Signal software. 
Cerebellar Inhibition  (CBI).  We measured the level of cerebellar-M1 connectivity or cerebellar 
inhibition (CBI) for right FDI and TA using a standard paired pulse TMS paradigm (Ugawa et al., 
1995; Werhahn et al., 1996; Pinto and Chen, 2001; Daskalakis et al., 2004). First, we determined 
the brainstem motor threshold using a double cone coil (Magstim, Montreal) over the inion. This 
is defined as the minimal intensity (to the nearest 5% of stimulator output) required to elicit five 
50v MEPs of the target muscle (Rossini et al., 2015).  Second, we tested CBI by delivering a 
conditioning stimulus (CS) 3cm lateral to the inion and 5ms prior to a test stimulus (TS) targeting 
the contralateral M1 representation of FDI or TA (Galea et al., 2009; Jayaram et al., 2011; Schlerf 
et al., 2015). 
CS intensity was set at 5% below the brainstem motor threshold to the cerebellum. This elicits 
maximum recruitment of the cerebellar-M1 connections, whereas lower intensities results in less 
inhibition of this pathway (Werhahn et al., 1996; Pinto and Chen, 2001; Daskalakis et al., 2004; 
Galea et al., 2009).  Test stimulus over M1 was adjusted to elicit MEPs with average peak-to-
peak amplitude of ~1 mV (SI1mV), which is ideal for CBI assessment (Ugawa et al., 1995; Pinto 
and Chen, 2001; Daskalakis et al., 2004). Ten paired pulses (cerebellum + M1) and 10 single 
pulses (M1 only) were randomly intermixed and delivered at 5s intervals. CBI is expressed as the 
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average MEP amplitude evoked by the cerebellar-conditioned stimulation relative to the average 
MEP amplitude evoked by the unconditioned TMS pulses over M1.  
Experiment 2: Transfer from right hand to right leg  
Experimental protocol. Each subject completed 11 behavioral blocks. No physiological 
measurements were tested in this experiment.   (Figure 2.1 B).  200 trials with the right foot 
(Baseline Foot) were followed by 200 trials with the right hand (Baseline Hand). As in 
Experiment 1, a screen-cursor 30-degree CW transformation was applied during Adapt1 and 
Adapt2 (48 trials each, right hand) to elicit adaptive learning. Immediately after Adapt1, the 
transformation was removed and 8 trials in the foot (Catch Foot1) and hand (Catch Hand1) were 
performed to determine the presence of transfer of learning to the foot. Transfer was again 
assessed after Adapt2 with another non-perturbed 8 trials with the foot and hand (Catch Foot2 
and Catch Hand2). Participants then completed a final 120 hand movements without perturbation 
to washout the learning (Post). Finally, another 8 trials with the foot and hand were assessed to 
see if any previously seen transfer would washout as well (Catch Foot3 and Catch Hand3). No 
physiological measurements were made. 
Behavioral tasks.  Participants were seated in front of a computer screen as in Experiment 1. In 
addition, a bench was placed between the computer station and chair.  The right leg was 
supported comfortably such that the foot was lifted a few inches of the floor, with the leg 
remaining parallel to the floor. For experimental blocks using the leg, the digitizing tablet was 
clamped vertically in front of the right foot. The digitizing pen was attached with co-flex as an 
extension to the inner side of the bare foot. Feedback (both visual and auditory) of foot 
movements was the same as described for hand movements. To reduce the complexity of the 
performance with the foot, we presented only 4 targets (up, down, left and right from the center) 
out of the possible 8; the order of appearance of these targets was random. The hand was exposed 
to the 8 different target locations as described in Experiment 1. 
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Experiment 3&4: Pre-movement CBI changes due to simple reaction time task  
Experimental protocol. Each subject participated in two sessions testing CBI in the right hand 
(FDI; Experiment 3) or the right leg (TA; Experiment 4) during a simple reaction time task. In 
Experiment 3 only, a CBI recruitment curve for the FDI muscle was assessed at rest. In 
Experiment 4 we used a double-cone coil over M1 in order to elicit MEPs at rest for the TA 
muscle. For each Experiment, subjects performed abduction of the right index finger in one 
session and dorsiflexion of the right foot in the other session, with session order counterbalanced 
across subjects. Paired- and single-pulse TMS was applied at intervals during movement 
preparation.  
Behavioral tasks.  Subjects were seated in front of a computer monitor and were instructed to 
respond to a visual (green circle) go signal by lifting either the right index finger or lifting the 
right foot, in separate sessions.  Go signal appeared at random intervals (5–7 seconds). Prior to 
the appearance of the go signal, subjects were instructed to remain relaxed and avoid anticipation 
of the cue. Response time (RT) was defined as the interval between the go signal and the onset of 
the EMG burst in FDI or TA (Figure 2.1C). At the beginning of each session, subjects were 
familiarized with the simple reaction time paradigm and 30 trials were performed to characterize 
each subject’s individual response time (RT) to the go signal in the absence of transcranial 
magnetic stimulation (TMS).  A total of 120 trials were completed per session. Trials where 
background EMG was detected prior to TMS onset were excluded from analysis.  
EMG recordings and TMS protocol were identical to those in Experiment 1, with the following 
exceptions: EMG was recorded from either for the right FDI in Experiment 3 or the right TA in 
Experiment 4, and TMS measures were made for the M1 representation of right FDI (Experiment 
3) or right TA (Experiment 4). In addition, we determined the stimulator output intensity needed 
to elicit MEPs of ~1mV (SI1mV) both at rest and prior to movement onset. TMS prior to 
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movement onset was triggered via a customized MATLAB function using the peri-triggering 
capability of the Signal software. 
Cerebellar-M1 connectivity (CBI) protocol was identical to that in Experiment 1, except we 
measured the level of cerebellar-M1 connectivity (CBI) for right FDI in Experiment 3 and for the 
right TA in Experiment 4. In addition, CS intensity for Experiment 3 was based on a CBI 
recruitment curve (RCCBI).  In Experiment 4, the CS intensity was set at 5% below the brainstem 
motor threshold to the cerebellum. This intensity was selected since cerebellar-M1 connections 
for the TA muscle show reduced inhibition in comparison to the FDI muscle (Jayaram et al., 
2011). 
We computed RCCBI at rest prior to beginning the Experiment 3 behavioral session. This was 
done by decreasing cerebellar CS intensity by -5% steps below brainstem threshold using four 
different CS intensities (−5, −10, −15, and −20% brainstem threshold). For each subject, the CS 
intensity inflection point collected from RCCBI was used for pre-movement CBI measurements 
(CBImove) to evaluate whether movement preparation elicits further inhibition or dis-inhibition. 
For both Experiment 3 and 4, CBImove was measured at five different time intervals throughout 
the course of the simple reaction time paradigm in pseudo-randomized order (Figure 2.1C; T1–
T5). To do this, 12 paired pulses (cerebellum + M1) and 12 single pulses (M1 only) were 
measured for each time interval. As described previously, the different time intervals were tuned 
to each subject's RT of the task (Murase et al., 2004; Duque et al., 2005; Hummel et al., 2009), 
where T1 corresponded to cue onset and T2-T5 reflects 20, 40, 65, and 90% of subject RT 
respectively. 
Statistical Analysis 
   
Statistical analysis was performed using Statistical Package for the Social Sciences (SPSS) 
software (SPSS Inc., Chicago, IL).  For each block in Experiment 1 and 2, apart from catch trial 
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blocks, initial error (mean error) was determined by averaging across epochs (Krakauer 2005). 
Repeated measures analysis of variance (ANOVARM) was used to compare changes in CBI across 
time points (Baseline, Adapt1, Adapt2) and muscles (Right FDI vs. Right TA), and separately to 
compare mean movement error across time points (Baseline and Catch epochs) and limbs (hand 
vs. foot in Experiment 2).  
In Experiment 3&4, we averaged each participant’s RTs in bins of 30 trials and used a paired 
sample t-test to compare the first 30 RT trials to the last 30 trials to determine if participants were 
improving their performance throughout the task. We expressed the magnitude of CBImove at T1-
T5 relative to CBI recorded at rest (e.g., CBImove T5 modulation = (CBI at T5)/(CBI at rest) × 
100%) to better characterize changes in CBI relative to rest. Subsequently, to compare changes in 
CBImove across sessions (finger-movements, foot-movements), we used ANOVARM with pre-
movement timing (T1-T5) as a within-subjects factor. For Experiment 3, we also used 
ANOVARM to compare the effect of changing CS intensity (−5, −10, −15, and −20% below 
brainstem threshold) on CBI (RCCBI). For all experiments, when ANOVAs yielded significant 
results, post-hoc analyses were conducted using Tukey HSD tests. 
2.3 Results 
 
Experiment 1: CBI decreases after visuomotor adaptation 
When the 30 degree cw visuomotor transformation was applied in Adapt1, large initial errors 
were observed (first epoch mean ± SE was -26.45 ± 2.24°; Figure 2.3A). When the visuomotor 
transformation was removed for a Catch epoch after 48 movements, subjects displayed partial 
learning of the rotation, as indicated by ccw errors (11.08 ± 0.97°).  When the perturbation 
resumed at the beginning of Adapt2, error reduction continued and by the end of Adapt2, subjects 
had compensated for 25.92 ± 1.03° of the original 30° perturbation. 
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 The magnitude of CBI for both the FDI and TA muscles (hand and leg) was reduced after  
adaptation with the right hand, indicating disinhibition (Figure 2.3B).  An ANOVARM on CBI 
ratio values revealed a time effect (F(2,36) = 9.785; p<0.01) but no effect on muscle group 
(F(1,18) = 2.74; p=0.12) and importantly, no interaction (F(2,36) = 0.16; p=0.90). Post-hoc tests 
revealed that CBI after Catch and after Adapt2 was significantly different from baseline CBI (p < 
0.01; p = 0.01, respectively), suggesting that visuo-motor adaptation with the hand results in a 




Figure 2.3: Experiment 1 Results. (A) End point error (blue line) with standard errors (shaded 
region) during baseline (Base), adaptation (Ad.1 and Adapt2), and catch trials (C). Negative 
values indicate clockwise deviations caused by the visuomotor perturbation. (B) Physiological 
measure of CBI for both the right FDI (blue) and TA (red). CBI was recorded before any 
movements (Base), and immediately after catch trials (Catch) and late adaptation (Adapt2). * 







Figure 2.4: Experiment 2 Results. (A) End point error and standard errors for right hand (blue) 
and right leg (red) movements. Negative values indicate clockwise deviation. (B-C) Mean end-
point errors in degrees (±SEM) for right leg (red) and right hand (blue) for the baseline and 
three catch trial epochs. Post-Hoc analysis revealed significant changes in error for both 
effectors, indicating hand-to-foot transfer. 
 
Experiment 2: Right hand learning transfers to right foot movements 
As in Experiment 1, subjects in Experiment 2 were able to almost completely adjust their hand 
movements to the 30° cw visuomotor rotation (mean error of final epoch in Adapt2 was -2.32 ± 
1.11°, Figure 2.4). When comparing behavioral blocks across right hand and right leg (Baseline, 
Catch1, Catch2, and Catch3), ANOVARM revealed a significant effect of time (F(2,36)  = 24.94; p  
< 0.01), limb (F(1,36)   = 9.44, p = 0.01), and  limb x time interaction effect (F(2,36)  = 5.63; p < 
0.01). Post-hoc analysis revealed that movement error in Catch Foot1 and Catch Foot2 were each 
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different from Base Foot (p = 0.05, 0.01), suggesting that the right hand’s adaptation transferred 
to the foot. Critically, Post-hoc analysis also revealed a difference in Catch Hand1 and Catch 
Hand2 being different from Base Hand (both p <0.01). A comparison of foot aftereffects (Catch 
Foot 1-2) to hand aftereffects (Catch Hand 1 and the first epoch of Post 1) indicated that the 
amount of transfer at Foot Catch1 was 42.3%, and 42.2% at Foot Catch2.  Post hoc tests also 
showed that Catch Foot2 and Catch Foot3 were different from each other (p < 0.01), suggesting 
that transfer of learning from hand to foot had degraded after washout of learning from the hand.  
 
Experiment 3 & 4: CBI changes in a somatotopic specific manner 
Reaction Times.  Participants did not improve their RT throughout the experiment. For 
Experiment 3 the baseline average RT for the hand (176.1 ± 6.2 ms) was not significantly 
different from RT from the last 30 hand trials (174.0 ± 5.6 ms; t(11) = 1.242, p = 0.24). Baseline 
foot RT (191.9 ± 8.7 ms) was also not different from the last 30 foot trials (190.3 ± 7.5 ms; t(11) 
= 0.8, p = 0.44). Similarly in Experiment 4, baseline foot RT (196.0 ± 5.7 ms) was not different 
from the last 30 foot trials (193.3 ± 5.4 ms; t(7) = 0.971, p = 0.36), and baseline hand RT  
(181.2± 7.3 ms) was not different from the last 30 hand trials (179.9 ± 6.7 ms; t(7) = 0.759, p = 
0.47). 
 
CBI Recruitment Curve (Experiment 3 only).  ANOVARM comparing the CBI ratio across CS 
intensity revealed a significant effect for CS intensity (F(1,11) = 7.926, p<0.01). Critically, TS 
MEP amplitudes were not significantly different across different CS conditions (F(1,11)  = 0.029, 
p=0.87), suggesting the CBI changes were due to changing CS intensities. As a result, the mean 
CS intensity set for CBImove was 72.9 ± 0.74% of the stimulator output, yielding a rest CBI ratio 
response of 0.82 ±0.07. 
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Pre-movement CBImove. In order to assess whether CBI changes are somatotopy-specific, we 
measured pre-movement CBI (CBImove) for the FDI (Experiment 3) and TA (Experiment 4) 
muscle representation when participants were asked to either move the right index finger or right 
foot. In Experiment 3, when participants made movements with their finger, ANOVARM revealed 
an effect of FDI CBImove for time (response time) (F(4,44) = 8.192, p= 0.02; Figure  2.5A). On the 
other hand, when FDI CBImove was recorded in preparation of foot movements, ANOVARM failed 
to find the same effect (F(4,44) = 3.214, p= 0.22; Figure 2.5B). These results indicate that in the 
absence of learning, CBI changes of the FDI muscle occurs during the preparation of finger 
movements, but not the foot. In Experiment 4, when participants made movements with the right 
foot, ANOVARM on TA CBImove values revealed a time effect (F(4,28) = 4.920; p<0.01; Figure 
2.5D). Conversely, when TA CBImove was recorded in preparation of finger movements, 
ANOVARM did not reveal the same effect (F(4,28) = 0.241, p> 0.50; Figure 2.5E). Together the 
results from Experiment 3 & 4 suggest a somatotopic effect of CBI changes during movement 
preparation. 
Furthermore, to directly compare the changes in FDI CBImove between preparation of finger 
movements and foot movements, we subtracted the amount of CBI measured at rest for each 
session. Here, ANOVARM revealed an effect of  FDI CBImove for group (finger, foot; F(1,22) = 
6.214, p= 0.02) and response time (Go, T1,...,T5) x group interaction (F(4,88) = 4.713, p=0.01; 
Figure 2.5C). Specifically, CBImove recorded during movement preparation at 90% response time 
(T5) was significantly different from CBI assessed at cue representation (p = 0.03), indicating 
that specific FDI CBI changes occur just prior to movement onset. We performed the same 
analysis to compare the changes in TA CBImove. Similar to the results of Experiment 3, 
ANOVARM showed an effect of TA CBImove for group (foot, finger; F(1,14) = 7.911, p= 0.02) and 







 Figure 2.5: CBI in preparation of movements (CBImove). (A-B) The x-axis represents CBImove for 
the right FDI in preparation to moving the hand (A) and foot (B). FDI CBImove was measured at 
five timings (T1–T5) with respect to individual mean reaction times separately for the hand (blue) 
and foot (red). *CBI was reduced significantly only in preparation of hand movements. (C) We 
calculated CBImove as % difference from FDI CBI obtained at rest. (D-E) The x-axis represents 
CBImove for the right TA in preparation to moving the foot (D) and foot (E). (F) We calculated the 
% difference from TA CBI obtained at rest. Positive values indicate disinhibition and negative 
values increased inhibition. *Only hand movements at 90% response time (T5) modulated 
CBImove. Data are mean ±SEM. 
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Importantly, we determined that modulation of CBI were due to changes in conditioned (CS+TS) 
responses from the cerebellum and not due to changes in test stimulus (TS) responses from M1.  
Although ANOVARM revealed a significant effect of TS MEP amplitude during finger movement 
preparation (Go, T1,...,T5; F(4,44) = 14.823, p = 0.001), we controlled for this confound by 
measuring FDI CBI at rest with a matched TS MEP amplitude observed at the 90% response time 
of CBImove (TS ~2mV; Figure 2.6). When we compared TS and CS+TS MEP amplitudes between 
rest and pre-movement measurements using matched TS responses, two-way ANOVARM showed 
a significant interaction of MEP amplitudes for state (rest, pre-movement) x condition (TS, 
CS+TS; F(1,22) =6.295, p = 0.043). Specifically, CS+TS MEP amplitude for pre-movement was 
different from rest (p = 0.02), despite having comparable TS MEP amplitude (p=0.458). This 
indicates that the changes in FDI CBImove observed at 90% response time are due to changes in 







Figure 2.6: Rest and Pre-Movement Test Stimulus (TS) and Conditioned Stimulus (CS+TS) MEP 
Amplitudes. For each participant, we assessed CBI at rest matching the TS MEP amplitudes 
obtained during CBImove at 90% of response time (TS). CS+TS MEP amplitude (CBI) was only 
present at rest (green), but not when assessed in the context of movement (purple). This indicates 







Here we address the question of whether changes in cerebellar-M1 connectivity (CBI) are 
somatotopy-specific in the presence or absence of adaptive motor learning. When individuals 
learned a visuomotor rotation with the hand, CBI changed for both the involved hand and idle 
ipsilateral foot. The transfer of learning we observed between hand and foot could explain why 
CBI changed in both representations. We disentangled this issue by measuring CBI in the context 
of movement preparation of a well-characterized behavior, with no learning. We found that CBI 
for the hand only changed when participants prepared to make hand movements and not foot 
movements. Similarly, CBI measured for the foot only changed with preparation of foot 
movements. This indicates that in the absence of learning, and transfer of learning, CBI only 
modulates for the effector involved in the movement. These results address an important 
physiological question, showing that modulation of cerebellar-M1 connectivity responses reflect 
a somatotopy-specific mechanism. 
 
We have previously found CBI changes for the trained hand in a visuomotor adaptation task 
(Schlerf et al., 2012), as well as for the trained leg during locomotor adaptation (Jayaram et al., 
2011). The present study extends these findings by showing that adaptive learning with the hand 
can produce changes in CBI for muscle representations not involved in the task. Interestingly,  
our second experiment showed transfer of learned movements experienced with the right hand to 
the right foot, which we would expect to cause CBI changes in both representations. Thus the 
non-specific changes in cerebellar excitability observed in our first experiment are likely related 
to a transfer of learning from hand to leg.   Results from our final two experiments show that in 
the absence of learning, CBI modulates specifically for the muscle involved in movement 




We observed CBI changes during both movement preparation and after adaptive learning, but 
interpret these results to be driven by different mechanisms; premovement CBI is likely due to 
activity patterns of Purkinje cells (PCs) and deep cerebellar nuclei (DCN), whereas learning-
induced changes in CBI reflect cerebellar plastic changes. Although the physiology of cerebellar 
TMS remains poorly understood, it is likely possible that stimulation results in the parallel fiber-
mediated activation of PCs, which inhibit the DCN (Celnik 2015). The reduced CBI closer to 
movement initiation in this study may therefore represent a decrease of inhibition from hand- or 
leg-affiliated PCs that activate hand- or leg-affiliated DN cells, respectively. Animal studies have 
shown burst activity of DCN during preparation of limb movement, where inactivation of the 
cerebellum results in delay of M1 activity and delay in the initiation of movements (Brooks, 
1975; Miller and Brooks, 1982). In addition, suppression of opto-genetically modified PCs in 
rodents can activate dentate cells (Heiney et al., 2014), suggesting that the onset of activity in 
DCNs results from disinhibition by PCs. Furthermore, a recent study in monkeys showed that 
prior to wrist movement onset, wrist-affiliated PCs were suppressed while wrist-affiliated DN 
cells showed concurrent burst activity without prior suppression (Ishikawa et al., 2014). Thus 
during the preparation of a specific muscle movement, the cerebellar cortex may reduce its 
inhibition to M1 via the cerebello-thalamo-M1 pathway, consistent with the results found in this 
study.   
 
In contrast, we interpret the CBI changes in learning to reflect the plastic changes in cerebellar 
output that are responsible for changing motor behavior during adaptation. Although the 
cerebellum contains multiple sites and forms of plasticity (Boyden et al., 2004; Jorntell and 
Hansel, 2006; Gao et al., 2012), two plasticity sites have been shown to be important for motor 
learning: (1) long-term potentiation (LTP) of mossy fibers and interneurons in the cerebellar 
cortex (D'Angelo, 2005; Grasselli and Hansel, 2014) and (2) long-term depression (LTD) of 
parallel fiber –PCs synapses. In particular, animal studies have associated LTD in PCs with 
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adaptive learning, triggered by climbing fiber inputs driven by inaccurate movements (Gilbert 
and Thach, 1977; Medina and Lisberger, 2008; Yang and Lisberger, 2014). Since errors are 
prevalent early in adaptive learning, we interpret our CBI changes to reflect reduced PCs activity. 
Accordingly, if PCs are less excitable, then a conditioning stimulus would be less likely to engage 
the cerebellar-dentate-thalamic pathway, which would result in less M1 inhibition, consistent 
with the results of this study. However, it is important to consider that LTP of parallel fibers and 
inhibitory interneurons can result in the same net effect as LTD of parallel fiber-PCs synapses 
(D'Angelo, 2014; Jorntell, 2016). Thus, it is possible that multiple plasticity mechanisms 
throughout the cerebellum operate in learning a new behavior (Medina and Mauk, 2000; Jorntell 
and Ekerot, 2003; Yang and Lisberger, 2014; Mapelli et al., 2015).  
 
The novel finding of this study is that learning-related changes in CBI are somatotopic specific.  
As described previously (Morton and Bastian, 2004; Savin and Morton, 2008), we found that 
adaptive learning transfers between the arm and leg. In addition to this behavioral finding, we 
show a similar effect using a cerebellar physiological measure.  Thus, the transfer in CBI changes 
found in Experiment 2 appears related to the transfer of learning, since CBI follows a somatotopic 
specific pattern when assessed in the context of movement preparation. 
 
Several neuroimaging studies have demonstrated gross motor somatotopy for upper and lower 
limb representations within the cerebellar cortex (Nitschke et al., 1996; Rijntjes et al., 1999; 
Grodd et al., 2001; Stoodley and Schmahmann, 2009; Schlerf et al., 2010; Buckner et al., 2011) 
and the dentate nucleus (Dimitrova et al., 2006; Kuper et al., 2012). In addition, studies in non-
human primates have reported that dentate nucleus somatotopic representation of the lower limb 
is located more rostrally compared to the upper limb (Allen et al., 1978; Rispal-Padel et al., 1982; 
van Kan et al., 1994). Indeed, retrograde axonal transport of neurotropic viruses injected in 
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different body representations of M1 demonstrated a rostral-caudal output organization of leg, 
arm and face representations in the dentate nucleus (Dum and Strick, 2003; Lu et al., 2007). 
However, there is also evidence of anatomical overlap for these representations. For example, 
electrical stimulation of the cerebellar nuclei can cause concurrent movement of lower and upper 
limbs (Rispal-Padel et al., 1982), and in some cases, dentate neurons reacted to both lower and 
upper-limb movements (van Kan et al., 1994). In humans, fMRI studies have suggested that there 
is extensive overlap between finger and foot movement activation when looking at group analysis 
of cerebellar cortex (Rijntjes et al., 1999) and dentate nucleus activation (Kuper et al., 2012). 
It is not known to what extent the overlapping arm and leg representations can interact with each 
other, but the microarchitecture of the cerebellar cortex raises the possibility that such interactions 
may occur within the cerebellum and serve as a substrate of ipsilateral transfer.  A single mossy 
fiber may have synaptic contacts with 448 cerebellar granule cells (Itō, 1984), and the parallel 
fibers of each granule cell branch and excite hundreds of Purkinje cells up to several millimeters 
from the branch point (Fox and Barnard, 1957).  Climbing fibers also branch, and although each 
Purkinje cell receives only one climbing fiber input, each climbing fiber may synapse with 10 
Purkinje cells (Eccles et al., 1966).  Thus it is possible that some Purkinje cells that stimulate the 
leg representation receive both parallel fiber and climbing fiber inputs from the arm and are 
therefore able to undergo plastic modifications in response to visuomotor learning with the 
ipsilateral arm, leading to transfer. An alternative possibility is that within a cerebellar 
hemisphere, arm and leg representations interact with each other through the large network of 
inhibitory interneurons present throughout cerebellar cortex (Itō, 1984).  For example, a single 
Golgi cell receives ~228 mossy fiber and ~4788 parallel fiber inputs, in addition to inputs from 
climbing fibers, Purkinje collaterals, and other interneurons, and inhibits up to 5700 granule cells 
(Itō, 1984). Golgi cells and other cerebellar interneurons are thought to be involved in the 
specificity and modulation of cerebellar cortical computations (Itō, 1984). 
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In addition to demonstrating that cerebellar-M1 connectivity is organized somatotopically, we 
describe a novel method to measure cerebellar-M1 connectivity physiology during movement 
preparation. This is important because previous investigations have only provided evidence that 
the cerebellum exerts an influence on M1 at rest or in an indirect manner. For example, pre-
movement facilitation of MEPs normally observed in response to M1 TMS is reduced in patients 
with spino-cerebellar degeneration (Nomura et al., 2001) and unilateral cerebellar stroke 
(Battaglia et al., 2006); which has been linked with deficits in motor preparation and motor 
imagery in these populations. Thus, the paradigm used in this study could be employed in future 
research to assess context-dependent (pre-movement) physiological changes in patients to further 
understand the role of the cerebellum in movement preparation. Furthermore, future 
investigations will need to address what aspects of behavioral transfer are associated with 




Chapter 3 – Temporal dynamics of cerebellar and motor cortex 
physiological processes during motor skill learning  
 
3.1 Introduction  
 
The ability to acquire and retain motor skills is critical to the animal kingdom. Here, we refer to 
motor skills as the ability to improve movement speed and accuracy with repeated practice. For 
instance, a novice tennis player first serves tennis balls at lower speeds and with limited accuracy, 
but with training is able to hit high-speed balls with improved accuracy. This skill improvement 
likely involves multiple stages, including an early component where rapid within-session 
improvements are observed and are likely a result of rapid acquisition of task dynamics (i.e. 
tennis racquet weight, ball conditions, etc.), and a second slower phase where memories are 
stored and readily available for retrieval (Dayan and Cohen, 2011; Penhune and Steele, 2012). 
Several studies including functional MRI, non-invasive brain stimulation studies (NIBS) and 
behavioral investigations in patients with cerebellar diseases have indicated a critical role of the 
cerebellum (CB) earlier on during motor learning (Martin et al., 1996; Smith and Shadmehr, 
2005; Morton and Bastian, 2006; Tseng et al., 2007; Galea et al., 2011; Jayaram et al., 2011; 
Schlerf et al., 2012; Cantarero et al., 2015). Some of these investigations also showed that after an 
initial increase in cerebellar activity there is a decrease of activation over time (Floyer-Lea and 
Matthew, 2005; Lehericy et al., 2005; Seidler 2006; Steele and Penhune, 2010). However, other 
studies also implicated the CB in retention or later phases of learning (Imamizu et al., 2000, 2003; 
Graydon et al., 2005; Luaute et al., 2009; Wessel et al., 2016; Kim et al., 2015) 
 Activity in the primary motor cortex (M1) has also been critically implicated during motor 
learning. While some studies showed increased activation with motor practice (Karni et al., 1995; 
Penhune and Doyon, 2005; Steele and Penhune, 2010), others described decreasing activity with 
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training (Wu et al., 2004; Seidler et al., 2005). Similarly, behavioral and NIBS research has 
indicated that the CB is critically involved during the acquisition of motor tasks (Smith and 
Shadmehr, 2005; Galea et al., 2011; Cantarero et al., 2015; Donchin et al., 2012), whereas M1 is 
involved in the encoding of learned movements (Galea et al., 2011; Muellbacher et al., 2001; Reis 
et al., 2009; Robertson et al., 2004; Richardson et al., 2006), suggesting that distinct stages of 
skill learning weight the cerebellar and M1 roles differently. Part of the inconsistencies across 
investigations might result from different studies testing different motor tasks with different 
techniques. Therefore, the specific temporal contributions of the CB and M1 during different 
stages of skill learning remains incompletely understood.  
The CB is thought to contribute to motor learning by predicting and accounting for systematic 
changes to the body or the environment, resulting in the correction of errors on a trial-by-trial 
basis. Animal work has shown that this form of adaptive learning is mediated, in part, by long-
term depression of parallel fiber-Purkinje cell synapse in cerebellar cortex (Medina and 
Lisberger, 2008; Yang and Lisberger, 2014). In humans, studies using transcranial magnetic 
stimulation (TMS) to assess the inhibitory tone the CB exerts over M1 (cerebellar inhibition, 
CBI) have described changes in cerebellar excitability during motor adaptation studies (Galea et 
al., 2011; Jayaram et al., 2011).On the other hand, both animal and human research have shown 
that motor learning elicits long-term potentiation (LTP) changes in M1, resulting in a reduced 
capacity to induce more LTP-like changes, a phenomenon known as occlusion (Nudo et al., 1996; 
Kleim et al., 1998, 2002; Rioult-Pedotti et al., 1998, 2000, 2007;  Ziemann et al., 2004; 
Rosenkranz et al., 2007; Lepage et al., 2012; Avanzino et al., 2015) . Evidence for occlusion of 
M1 LTP-like plasticity immediately after skill learning can be assessed by applying anodal 
transcranial direct current stimulation (AtDCS) combined with TMS (Cantarero et al., 2013 a&b).  
While changes in cerebellar excitability and occlusion of M1-plasticity represent physiological 
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markers of cerebellar and M1 contributions to learning, these mechanisms have never been 
directly tested on the same motor skill task.  
Here we sought to assess neurophysiological mechanisms in the CB and M1 of humans during 
early and late skill learning using TMS and AtDCS to understand the temporal contributions of 
cerebellar and M1 networks during skill learning. We hypothesized that CBI will change early 
during skill learning, whereas occlusion of LTP-like plasticity in M1 will be more prominent later 
on as the skill is sufficiently practiced and stored. Importantly, to understand the specificity of 
these markers, we also assess other measures of cortical and intracortical excitability. 
3.2 Results 
 
All participants trained for two consecutive days on the sequential visual isometric pinch task 
(SVIPT), where squeezing a force transducer with the right thumb and index finger controls the 
movement of an on-screen computer cursor. We randomly assigned participants to one of three 
distinct behavioral groups: Long (n=10), Short (n=11) or Random (n=8). On each day, the Long 
and Random groups completed 150 trials (5 blocks; 1 block=30 trials) of the SVIPT, whereas the 
Short Training Group only completed 1 block of 30 trials (Figure 3.1). In addition to motor 
training, all participants underwent physiological measurements to assess changes in CBI, M1 
LTP-like capacity (occlusion) and corticomotor excitability (s1Mv, SICI; see Methods below for 
description of each neurophysiological measurement). For the Long and Random groups, we 
assessed CBI, s1mV, and SICI before training was initiated, as well as after behavioral blocks 1, 
3, 5 (Figure 3.1, Pre-P3) on each training session (Day1, Day2). We recorded all physiological 
measures for the Short group only prior to and after completion of one behavioral block (i.e. early 
stage of learning). For each group, we measured AtDCS induced M1-LTP-like plasticity 





Figure 3.1: Experimental design for all groups.  Long group (n=10) individuals participated in 
two days of motor skill training (Day1; Day2), completing five blocks of 30 trials each day (Day1 
and Day2). TMS measurements (black arrows) for this group was assessed prior to training (Pre) 
and after the first (P1), third (P2), and final behavioral block (P3). On each training session, 
individuals in the short group (n=11) trained only on one block of the skill task and TMS 
physiological assessments for these individuals were recorded prior to and after completion of 1 
block (Pre; P1). Random group (n=8) was identical to the Long group, except that Random 
group individuals performed in a randomized version of the task. In all groups, MEP amplitudes 
(black arrows) were measured before and after application of A-tDCS (grey ray). This was 







Figure 3.2: Skill learning. Skill performances are presented for the Long (blue), Short (green), 
and Random (red) groups.  The vertical grey solid line represents the separation between Day1 
and Day2 of training. The y-axis shows the skill measure and x-axis depicts the blocks of 
training. We also present the mean ± SEM of the first 5 trials for all groups. Note that all 
individuals started with similar skill level, but with more training the Long and short groups 
continue to improve their skill measure. Random group participants do not improve their skill 






The short and long training groups learned the skill, but not the random group. 
To assess skill learning, we compared skill measure (see equation 1 in Methods) differences 
across training blocks and days in the Long, Short and Random training groups. Given the 
different number of observations between the 3 groups, first we compared the performance of 
block 1 across the 3 groups for day 1 only. Performance was significantly better in the Long (p = 
0.023) and the Short groups (p = 0.020; Figure 3.2) relative to the Random Group. Moreover, 
there was no early performance difference between the Short and Long groups (p > 0.5), 
suggesting that individuals from these two groups were similar at acquiring the skill. 
Additionally, the skill measure for all three groups was similar after the first five trials (p > 0.5). 
This indicates that all groups started with a similar level of knowledge of the task and that 
learning occurs within block 1 for the Long and Short groups only. We also compared the skill 
measure of each block across both training sessions between the Long and Random groups, 
where amount of performance was matched. ANOVARM revealed a significant difference for 
GROUP (F(1,16) = 6.859; p=0.019), DAY (F(1,16) = 4.878; p = 0.042) and DAY x GROUP 
interaction (F(1,16) = 4.779; p=0.044). These results show that participants exposed to a consistent 
sensorimotor mapping acquired the skill, whereas individuals who trained on an inconsistent 
mapping were unable to improve their performance. 
CBI changes are specific to early skill learning 
We compared the amount of CBI changes across the groups before, during and after the skill 
training blocks. Since stimulation time points before training (Pre) and after 1 block of training 
(P1) was matched between each group, we first assessed the early changes in CBI across block 1 
for each day. ANOVARM revealed a significant effect of CBI for TIME (F(2,26) = 21.106; 
p<0.001) and TIME x GROUP interaction (F(2,26) = 5.684; p=0.009). CBI following early skill 
learning in the Long and Short groups were significantly decreased compared to Pre (p<0.001, 
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p=0.001, respectively; Figure 3.3), whereas we found no difference for the Random group (p = 
0.955). This finding shows that CBI changed early on, only when subjects learn.   
 
To determine whether CBI returns towards baseline values late in skill learning, we additionally 
compared CBI between Long and Random groups across days for each time point (Pre, P1,…, 
P3). ANOVARM revealed a significant effect of CBI for TIME (F(3,48) = 3.362; p=0.026), 
GROUP (F(116) = 7.462; p=0.015) and TIME x GROUP interaction (F(3,48) = 3.597; p=0.02). 
Subjects in the Long training group showed significant CBI changes from pre-training to early 
skill learning (Pre-P1, p=0.001; Pre-P2, p=0.003), but no differences from pre-training to late 
skill learning (Pre-P3, p=0.307). This result suggests that the reduction of CBI occurs early 
during learning with a progressive return towards baseline despite further overall skill 
improvements. Interestingly, we found no significant differences in DAY x TIME (F(3,48) = 
0.086; p=0.967) or DAY x TIME x GROUP (F(3,48) = 0.163; p=0.921) in the Long and Random 
groups, indicating the CBI dynamic changes during learning were similar across training session. 
Importantly, the changes in CBI were not due to simple changes in test stimulus responses from 
M1. MEP amplitudes generated by the unconditioned TS were not different over TIME or 
SESSION in all groups (Table 1; all p >0.1). This is because we controlled for potential M1 
excitability changes by adjusting the stimulator intensity. Thus, our results indicate that changes 
in CBI, probed by CB-M1 stimulation, are present early on within a skill training session, but not 
late. 
CBI changes are proportional to skill acquisition 
Previous investigations have shown AtDCS over the cerebellum increased on-line skill learning, 
with the most noticeable difference after the first training block (Cantarero et al., 2015). 
Moreover, changes in CBI were previously found to correlate with the amount of locomotor 
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adaptation (Jayaram et al., 2011). Here, we tested whether a similar relationship between change 
in CBI and early skill learning exists. To calculate early skill improvement, we divided the first 
training block in half and re-calculated two new skill measure scores for each half. Thus, we 
subtracted the skill score from the second half vs. the first half (within block 1 skill improvement) 
and performed a correlation analysis with CBI changes between pre-training and after the first 
training block (Pre-P1) in the Long and Short training groups. We found a relationship between 
skill improvement within the first block and early change in CBI (r=0.518; p=0.001; Figure 3.4), 




Figure 3.3: Cerebellar Excitability (CBI). Bar graphs show the mean CBI amplitude for Long 
(blue), Short (green), and Random (red) groups. The y-axis represents the CBI Ratio and the x-
axis represents stimulation time-points before (Pre), during (P1, P2) and after (P3) training on 
each day. The ratio increases (less inhibition) early in learning for both the Long and Short 







Figure 3.4: Correlation between early CBI changes and behavior. y-Axis represents early skill 
acquisition on day 1, and the x-axis represents early CBI change (P1-Pre). Blue circles represent 
individual subjects of the Long group and the green circles correspond to Short group 
individuals. To calculate early skill acquisition, we split the first behavioral block (B1) in half 
and computed two separate skill measures (first 15 trials vs. next 15 trials) and calculated the 
difference in skill measure. Note that both groups experienced the same amount of trials to allow 
for this comparison. Subjects who had the largest CBI change improved the most in the first block 
of D1.  
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Occlusion of LTP-like plasticity occurs later during the skill practice 
We compared the amount of AtDCS-induced potentiation before and after training in the Long, 
Short and Random groups. We found a significant effect of AtDCS on MEP amplitudes for TIME 
(F(1,52) = 32.892, p < 0.01), TIME x GROUP (F(1,52)  = 16.618, p < 0.01) and DAY x TIME x 
GROUP  interactions (F(4,52) = 2.629, p = 0.045). All groups experienced an increase in MEP 
amplitudes in the baseline session (p < 0.01). However, while the Short and Random groups 
showed similar increase in MEP amplitudes following application of AtDCS after the training 
(p < 0.01), the Long group failed to show differences in MEP amplitudes (p =0.186, Figure 
3.5a). To further quantify the amount occlusion of LTP-like capacity after training, we computed 
an occlusion index (OI) (see equation 2 in Methods) for each group. The OI represents the 
difference between the peak MEP response following application of AtDCS at baseline and 
following AtDCS after training. We found that only the Long training group experienced 
occlusion (i.e. a large OI) in both days (F(1,18) = 14.634, p = 0.440), but not the short and random 
training groups (F(1,20) = 0.621, p = 0.001; F(1,14) = 0.354, p = 0.561). Altogether, these results 
indicate that more skill training leads to interference or occlusion of AtDCS potentiation effects. 
Motor skill retention is proportional with the amount of occlusion  
We conducted a correlation analysis between offline behavioral changes in the Long training 
group (Day2 B1-Day1 B5) and the first day OI. We found that those who retained the most 
experienced the largest occlusion (r=0.464; p=0.025; Figure 3.6). This finding is consistent with 
prior studies showing that occlusion is proportional to skill retention (Cantarero et al., 2013a&b). 
 
M1 excitability changes are not specific to learning  
First, we compared early s1mV changes across days for block 1 in all groups. ANOVARM showed 
a significant effect of s1mv changes for TIME (F(2,26) = 10.256; p=0.004), but no differences for 
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GROUP (F(2,26) = 0.169; p=0.845), DAY (F(1,26) = 0.906; p=0.350) or their TIME x GROUP 
interaction (F(2,26) = 0.793; p=0.463). 
Second, we used ANOVARM  to compare s1mV changes in the later time points in the Long and 
Random groups. Again, we found a significant difference for TIME (F(3,48) = 6.022; p=0.001), 
but no differences for GROUP  (F(1,16) = 0.229; p=0.639), DAY (F(1,16) = 0.122; p=0.732) or 
their TIME x GROUP interaction (F(2,26) = 0.511; p=0.677). These results indicate that changes 
in s1mV excitability were not specific to learning, but rather due to motor execution.  
Finally, we performed a similar analysis for SICI. When comparing early SICI changes for all 
groups, ANOVARM did reveal significant effect of TIME (F(1,26) = 5.546; p=0.027), but there 
were no differences within GROUP (F(2,26) = 0.421; p=0.661) or between TIME x GROUP 
interaction (F(2,26) = 0.508; p=0.607). When comparing SICI in the other time points in the Long 
and Random training groups we found no significant changes (all p>0.2). Thus, our results 
showed that early changes in SICI are due to motor execution or the simple passage of time, but 




Figure 3.5: M1 LTP-Like Plasticity Aftereffects. (A) MEP amplitude ratios for pre and post 
AtDCS. y-Axis represents the mean MEP amplitude normalized to the pre-AtDCS MEP 
amplitude, and the x-axis presents TMS measurements taken before application of AtDCS (pre), 
immediately after AtDCS (Post 1, P1) and repeated every 5 minutes up to 25 min after AtDCS 
(P2…P6).  The left, middle and right portion of the graph depicts MEP amplitudes for individuals 
of the Long, Short and Random group respectively. Colored lines represent the timeline of MEP 
amplitude responses for all subjects on Day0 (baseline session), whereas dark grey and grey 
present responses after Day1 and Day2 training session. The gray shadowed columns represent 
the time when AtDCS was applied. Note, all groups demonstrated an increase in excitability in 
response to AtDCS for the baseline session. (B) The bar graphs show the peak MEP amplitude 
response following AtDCS for each session. Only participants of the Long group showed 
significant occlusion of LTP-like plasticity after each training session when compared to baseline 







Figure 3.6: Correlation between Occlusion of LTP-like Plasticity and Behavior. Y-axis 
represents the retention of the skill measure and x-axis represents the Occlusion Index. Blue 
circles represent individuals of the Long group. Note that subjects who had the largest OI after 






Our study demonstrates an important temporal dissociation in the neurophysiological role the 
cerebellum and M1 play during skill learning. Specifically, we found a reduction in CBI early in 
skill learning, but not late. The magnitude of the CBI change correlated with early skill 
acquisition; participants who initially improved the most on their ability to perform a new skill 
had the largest reduction of CBI. On the other hand, occlusion of M1 LTP-like plasticity only 
occurred after a significant amount of training has taken place. In addition, we found that those 
participants who occluded the most on their first training session had better skill retention on the 
following day. Critically, these changes were only observed with learning, but not when subjects 
performed a randomized task that does not lead to learning. Indeed, overall motor execution, 
rather than learning, resulted in primary motor cortex excitability changes and a reduction in 
SICI.  
There is growing evidence from both animal and human studies demonstrating that learning 
induces changes in synaptic plasticity in both the cerebellum (Anderson et al., 1996; Kleim et al., 
1997; Torriero et al., 2011; Jayaram et al., 2012; Schlerf et al., 2012; Medina and Lisberger, 
2008; Yang and Lisberger, 2014) and the primary motor cortex(Pascual-Leone et al., 1995; 
Classen et al., 1998; Kleim et al., 1998; Ziemann et al., 2004; Rosenkranz et al., 2007; Lepage et 
al., 2012; Cantarero et al., 2013a&b Avanzino et al., 2015). 
Specifically, the cerebellum is critical to error-based learning tasks, such as motor adaptation, 
where motor commands are rapidly adjusted for new predictable demands (Dochin et al., 2012; 
Wolpert and Kawato, 1998; Diedrichsen et al., 2010). On the other hand, M1 has an important 
role in motor retention (Muellbacher et al., 2001; Reis et al., 2009; Baraduc etal., 2004; Hadipour-
Niktarash et al., 2007). In this region, Hebbian, such as use-dependent learning, and operant 
reinforcement mechanisms where learning is influenced by the repetition of prior successful 
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movements has been described (Ziemann et al., 2004; Stefan et al., 2006; Rosenkranz et al., 
2007). Despite the distinct roles for the cerebellum and M1 during skill learning, physiological 
mechanisms related to these structures have never been tested directly in the same task 
throughout the different stages of skill learning.  
As we have previously shown in motor adaptation studies (Jayaram et al., 2011; Schlerf et al., 
2012, 2014), we found that CB-M1 connectivity changed early in the (long and short) skill-
learning groups only, and returned to baseline levels as training proceeded. Given that we 
controlled for M1 excitability modifications when assessing CBI (by adjusting TMS intensities) 
and the fact that M1 excitability changed similarly in all groups and in all the post-training time 
points, we interpreted the specific CBI findings as driven by cerebellar plasticity. This suggests 
that error-based learning processes, which heavily contribute to motor adaptation tasks, might 
play a similar role early on during skill acquisition. We reason that to be able to learn a new skill 
first it is crucial to calibrate the appropriate motor outputs to interact with either the device being 
used and or the dynamics of the environment. In our experimental setup, learning the relationship 
between the force transducer and cursor movement could be interpreted as similar to a 
perturbation of a previously known map in a motor adaptation task. Participants have to account 
for this force-visual display map and adjust their movements to make a successful action. We 
therefore conclude that learning this mapping (i.e. the dynamics of the task) is what drives early 
engagement of the cerebellum, as denoted here by CBI changes. Indeed, we found that when 
participants performed the skill on an inconsistent trial-to-trial force-distance map task, CBI did 
not change. This finding is consistent with previous studies that found AtDCS over the 
cerebellum reduced the error rate when learning the same task lead to improved skill 
acquisition10, as well as visuomotor, locomotor and force field adaptation (Galea et al., 2011; 
Jayaram et al., 2012; Herzfeld et al., 2014). We also predicted that the early CBI changes should 
correlate with the amount of early skill acquisition. Of note, although we did not find an 
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association between CBI and error-rate, early CBI changes correlated with improvement in early 
skill measure scores, which reflects improved trade-off between error-rate and movement time. 
Previous animal and human investigations have shown that after learning a motor task the ability 
to artificially induced LTP-like changes is reduced, an effect explained by the saturation of the 
synaptic modification range (Rioult-Pedotti et al., 1998, 2000, 2007;  Ziemann et al., 2004; 
Rosenkranz et al., 2007; Lepage et al., 2012; Avanzino et al., 2015). According to this model, if 
skill learning uses up some of the plasticity available at motor cortical synapses, then additional 
synaptic strengthening through LTP-like mechanisms should be reduced. In other words, there is 
a reduced capacity for further LTP-plasticity after learning. We observed this phenomenon, 
named occlusion of LTP-like plasticity, only in participants who were able to learn the motor 
task. This result supports the idea that motor learning-induced plasticity interacts with NIBS 
protocols that lead to plastic changes in M1 (Ziemann et al., 2004; Stefan et al., 2006; Rosenkranz 
et al., 2007; Cantarero et al., 2013a&b). Consistent with Cantarero and others (2013a), we also 
found an association between the magnitude of occlusion on day 1 and retention of the skill on 
the next day, supporting the evidence that occlusion is a critical mechanism of skill retention. Of 
note, previous studies have shown that retention of the SVIPT motor task is unaffected by AtDCS 
application immediately after training (Cantarero et al., 2013a&b). In addition, while recent 
studies have found that consecutive AtDCS sessions can lead to cumulative increases in cortical 
excitability (Alonzo et al., 2012; Galvez et al., 2013), we found no differences in the baseline 
TMS measures across days. This indicates that any potential tDCS aftereffects on excitability 
were not present on Day 2. Furthermore, although the intra-subject variability of AtDCS 
aftereffects remains poorly understood, it might be a potential limitation of the occlusion 
measurement. However, the lack of AtDCS potentiation was present only in the Long training 
group, but not in the Short and Random groups.  Thus, despite this potential limitation, the effect 
size found in the Long group was larger and beyond the variability that can be expected in all 
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groups. This supports the concept that occlusion of LTP-like plasticity is only observed during 
learning, but not with simple motor execution.  
In our study, however, we found that occlusion of LTP-like mechanisms were not present early 
on during skill learning. A possible explanation for this result is that early skill learning may rely 
more on error-dependent forms of learning. This would suggest that at early stages of skill 
learning error-based learning is weighted more to acquire the dynamics of the task before 
movements are worth encoding. This is not to say that other mechanisms within M1 that support 
early rapid plasticity, such as unmasking of pre-existing connections (Jacobs and Donoghue, 
1991) or awakening of silent synapses by insertion of postsynaptic AMPA receptors (Malinow et 
al., 2000) are not occurring in the early stages of learning. Alternatively, it is also possible that 
some synaptic strengthening via LTP-like mechanisms is taking place early on during learning, 
but our measures to detect these changes are not sensitive enough.  
In this study, we show that occlusion also occurs after significant performance improvement on 
the second training session. This result is in agreement with previous studies in rats, which 
showed occlusion of LTP plasticity up to five days after skill learning (Rioult-Pedotti, 2007). In 
humans, however, Rosenkranz and others (2007) failed to observe persistent LTP/LTD-like 
plasticity after five days of training. The authors suggested that this effect could be attributed to 
learning via a different mechanism other than LTP/LTD-like plasticity; however, it is also 
possible that in that study little learning took place in the last session of training. This would be 
consistent with our random skill-training group, which did not experience learning or occlusion.  
Previous studies have shown that M1 excitability and short-interval intracortical inhibition (SICI) 
changes with motor learning (Perez et al., 2004; Coxon et al., 2014). However, these 
investigations did not control for movement execution vs. true performance improvement. Here, 
we found that both the learning and non-learning groups experienced changes in corticomotor 
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excitability and SICI. This indicates that motor execution leads to M1 excitability changes, an 
effect that is not necessarily tied to learning. This observation is consistent with our previous 
findings in healthy individuals learning motor adaptation tasks (Jayaram et al., 2011; Schlerf et 
al., 2012). Of note, it is possible that other forms of SICI (e.g. SICI at 1msec) not tested in this 
study might also modulate with learning (Coxon et al., 2014), a question that needs to be 
addressed in future studies. Altogether, these results indicate that occlusion of M1-AtDCS effects 
may be a better marker for learning-related plasticity rather than simple changes in M1 
excitability or SICI.  
This study demonstrates the temporal dynamic role of the cerebellum and M1 when learning new 
motor skills. Our results suggest that skill learning, which likely relies on many different forms of 
learning, incorporates early on cerebellar dependent error-based processes, and later on engages 
M1-LTP like plasticity that might be linked to other forms of learning such as reinforcement or 
use-dependent. This is in agreement with recent work that suggests that learning different motor 
tasks involves error-based and other forms of learning (Huang et al., 2011; Haith and Krakeur, 
2013). Altogether, our findings indicate that early on during motor skill learning, cerebellar 
dependent-learning mechanisms (i.e. error-based process) are needed to learn the task dynamics 
before the primary motor cortex, incorporating other forms of learning (i.e. reward-based or use-
dependent), is engaged. This concept is critical to design rational interventions that target specific 
neural regions to affect specific processes to augment motor learning.   
3.3 Methods 
 
We recruited a total of 29 young, healthy right-handed individuals (mean age = 22.04 ±0.56 
years; 16 female) with no history of neurological disorders. Participants were screened prior to 
enrollment in the study to ensure that they did not have conditions that would exclude them from 
non-invasive brain stimulation. Exclusion criteria included the use of nicotine, alcohol, 
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recreational drug use and absence of prescribed medication affecting the central nervous system, 
all of which may alter plasticity and motor learning. All participants provided written informed 
consent to participate in this study and the Johns Hopkins School of Medicine Institutional 
Review Board (IRB) approved all experimental procedures. All experiments were performed in 
accordance with relevant guidelines and regulations. 
 
Behavioral Measurements 
Motor Skill task: Sequential Visual Isometric Pinch Task (SVIPT)  
As previously described (Reis et al., 2009; Cantarero et al., 2013a&b), participants were seated in 
front of a computer screen and held a force transducer between the right thumb and index finger. 
Pinching the force transducer controlled the movement of an on-screen cursor with an overall 
goal to move the cursor between a HOME position and 5 targets (the sequence of movements: 
HOME-1-HOME-2-HOME-3-HOME-4-HOME-5). This sequence was held consistent 
throughout training. Long and Short training groups were exposed to a consistent and learnable 
logarithmic sensorimotor mapping between forces applied to the transducer and cursor 
movement, whereas Random group individuals were exposed to a variation of the SVIPT where 
the force-distance mapping and sensitivity was randomized trial-by-trial. All participants were 
informed that both movement time and accuracy contributed to the overall skill score and were 
encouraged to improve in both domains. Movement time was considered as the total time from 
movement onset until target 5 was reached.  A trial was considered correct only if participants hit 
each target in the correct order. Thus, accuracy for a trial was calculated in a binary fashion (i.e. 
no error or error), regardless of participants committing multiple errors.  
To assess the skill performance of participants, we used a speed-accuracy trade-off function 
(SAF). The function used to estimate the SAF throughout performance is the skill measure 




1 ∶  𝑆𝑘𝑖𝑙𝑙 𝑀𝑒𝑎𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑒 =




As done in previous studies (Reis et al., 2009; Cantarero et al., 2013a&b; Wymbs et al., 2016), 
average movement time and error rate (proportion of trials with at least 1 error) were calculated 
for each block of 30 trials, and the value of b was held constant at 5.424.   
EMG Recording 
Electromyographic (EMG) activity was captured using electrodes placed over the right first 
dorsal interosseous muscle (FDI) muscle. EMG signals were sampled at 2 kHz, amplified at 1 
kHz and band-pass filtered (10–500 Hz) using an amplifier (Octopus AMT 8; Bortec Biomedical, 
Alberta, Canada) and data acquisition software (Signal 4.02; CED, Cambridge, England). Data 
was stored on another computer to complete off-line analysis using a variety of custom Matlab 
scripts (MathWorks, MA, USA). 
Transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS) 
For all TMS measures, we used a 70 mm-diameter figure-of-eight TMS coil (Magstim 2002) over 
M1. We used a neuronavigation system (BrainSight; Rogue Research) to ensure stimulation over 
the desired M1 location occurred at the same spot from session to session. To do this, we 
identified and marked the spot over the M1 with the best representation of the right FDI muscle. 
In this location, we found the resting motor-threshold (rMT) for the FDI, or the minimum 
intensity needed to elicit an MEP of 50 uV on 5 out of 10 pulses (Rossini et al., 2015).  The rMT 
values collected from individuals within each group can be found in Supplementary Table S1 
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online. For all analysis, we recorded peak-to-peak amplitudes of motor evoked potentials (MEP) 
using electromyography (EMG). 
Transcranial Direct Current Stimulation (tDCS) 
Using a Chattanooga Ionto Phoresor II Auto device (model PM850; IOMED, UT, USA), we 
delivered anodal transcranial direct current stimulation (AtDCS) through two sponge 25 cm2 
electrodes soaked in a saline solution. Electrodes were placed over the contralateral (left) M1 
corticomotor representation of the right FDI muscle and the ispilateral supra-orbital area. 
Stimulation was applied for 7 minutes at an intensity of 1mA as participants were instructed to 
relax and remain seated. We used AtDCS as our LTP-like inducing protocol since this form of 
stimulation can increase cortical excitability via NMDA receptor, BDNF and calcium-dependent 
mechanisms in humans (Liebetanz et al., 2002; Nitsche et al., 2003; Fritsch et al., 2010), and is 
capable of assessing occlusion after motor learning. 
Recent studies have indicated that AtDCS aftereffects can show variability between-subjects 
(Lopez-Alonso et al., 2014; Dyke et al., 2016; Horvarth et al., 2016), where some individuals do 
not show potentiation of MEPs after AtDCS application. We therefore screened out non-
responders to AtDCS based on post-AtDCS MEP changes in the baseline session. A non-
responder was classified when the mean of normalized MEP amplitude across each post-AtDCS 
time points did not exceed 1.1 (i.e., smaller or equal than pre-AtDCS MEP). Six individuals did 
not meet this criterion and were therefore excluded from the study. Importantly, the intra-subject 
consistency of AtDCS responses across multiple sessions is poorly understood, but might be a 
factor that can influence the group occlusion magnitude.  
Measures of Cerebellar Excitability (CBI) 
For cerebellar stimulation, we placed a double-cone coil (110mm mean diameter) 3cm lateral to 
the inion, with the stimulator current directed downward (Ugawa et al., 1995). As previously 
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described, we assessed CBI by using a paired-pulse stimulation paradigm (for review, see Celnik 
2015). For each measurement, we collected 20 TMS test stimuli (TS) over left M1. In half of 
these exposures, selected randomly, a TMS conditioned stimulus (CS) was delivered over the 
right cerebellum 5 ms prior to the TS. Accordingly, a total of 10 CS+TS and 10 TS pulses were 
administered. CBI was calculated as the ratio of the mean MEP amplitude in the CS+TS relative 
to TS. The CS maximum stimulator output (MSO) for all participants was set to 70% since no 
MEPs were evoked via brainstem pathways at 75% MSO. Throughout each stimulation time 
point, the intensity of the TS was adjusted to evoke an MEP of ~ 1Mv. The mean stimulus 
intensity for the adjusted TS throughout this study was less than 1% (see Supplementary Table S2 
online). Thus, the CBI response reflects cerebellar inhibition of M1 regardless of changes in 
excitability of M1 after training.  
Measures of Primary Motor Cortex (M1) Excitability  
To assess corticomotor excitability, we determined the MSO intensity needed to evoke an MEP 
amplitude of ~ 1mV at rest (s1mV).  At this MSO intensity, we recorded 10 MEPs at each 
stimulation time point. Furthermore, to assess short-intracortical inhibition (SICI), we used an 
interstimulus interval of 2 ms between subthreshold CS and suprathreshold test stimulus for the 
paired pulse paradigm (Kujirai et al., 1993).We set our subthreshold CS set at 80% of rMT and 
suprathreshold TS intensity set to elicit ~ 1mV(Ziemann et al., 1996; Heise et al., 2014). Similar 
to CBI, we established SICI as a ratio of 10 CS+TS over 10 TS MEPs. The intensity of the TS 
used to measure SICI was adjusted to the same intensity used for CBI.  
Measures of LTP-like saturation (Index of Occlusion) 
To assess occlusion after motor performance, we applied AtDCS as done by Cantarero and others 
(2013a&b). On each experimental day, prior to applying AtDCS, we collected 10 MEPs at the 
intensity used for s1MV. If participants M1 excitability increased after training, we adjusted the 
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s1MV intensity to elicit ~1mV amplitude and used this adjusted intensity for all post AtDCS 
measurements.  This allowed us to compare potentiation effects of AtDCS at rest and after 
training. After applying stimulation for 7 minutes, we recorded 10 MEPs (at s1mV or adjusted 
s1mV intensities) every 5 minutes until 30 minutes post AtDCS application. At each time point, 
we averaged the recorded 10 MEP amplitudes and normalized these values to the average of 10 
MEP amplitudes prior to AtDCS application.  
To quantify the magnitude of occlusion, we calculated the occlusion index (OI) for each 
participant. We selected the peak MEP amplitude after AtDCS application normalized to the 
MEP amplitude prior to AtDCS application for each subject. The peak MEP amplitude was 
selected as the largest mean MEP on any one of the six post measurement time points. This 
measurement was done after each session: Baseline (no training), Day1 and Day2. The OI 
represents a comparison between the rest and post training measures, thus we subtracted baseline 
day amplitudes to both training session amplitudes in equation 2: 
2 ∶  𝑂𝐼1,2 = Baseline [
Post Peak MEP
Pre MEP





This measurement was used as an index of how much potentiation plasticity was used during 
training, where larger values for the OI are indicative of more occlusion, which would imply 
more resources were used to induce plasticity changes during learning. 
Data Analysis 
For all data statistical analyses, SPSS (IBM; Version 20) was used and effects were considered 
significant if p ≤ 0.05. All data are given as means ± SEM. We used separate polynomial nested 
repeated measures of ANOVA (ANOVARM) for all behavioral and physiological measures. 
Furthermore, we used Mauchly’s sphericity test to validate that the variances between each group 
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tested in ANOVARM are equal. When appropriate, Bonferroni corrected post hoc analysis was 
done to account for multiple comparisons.  
We used skill measure as our primary behavioral outcome measure. To assess differences in early 
performance on Day 1, we used a one-way ANOVARM with between factor GROUP (Long, 
Short, Random) and within factor TIME (B1). Skill measure scores were also compared across 
participants who engaged in extended training (i.e. Long and Random). Here, we used 
ANOVARM with GROUP (Long, Random) as the between factor and DAY (Day1, Day2) and 
TIME (Block1, Block2…Block5) as within-factors.  
To determine early changes in CBI, SICI, and s1MV, we used ANOVARM with GROUP (Long, 
Short, Random) as the between factor and DAY (Day1, Day2) and TIME (PRE, P1) as within 
factors. In a separate analysis, we assessed these TMS measurements when all stimulation time 
points were matched between GROUP (Long and Random) across DAY (Day1, Day2) and TIME 
(PRE, P1, P2, P3). 
Using the peak-to-peak MEP amplitudes as the primary outcome measure, the amount of 
potentiation plasticity aftereffects via AtDCS application was compared using ANOVARM with 
the between factor GROUP (Long, Short, Random), and the within factors DAY (Base, Day1, 
Day2) and TIME (Pre-AtDCS, mean of Post-AtDCS [P1, P2, P3, P4, P5, P6]). Additionally, we 
used peak AtDCS response as our primary measure to assess how much LTP-like plasticity was 
used during training. For each day, peak MEP amplitudes aftereffects were compared using 
ANOVARM between each GROUP (Long, Short, Random) and within each DAY (Base, Day1, 
Day2).  
To determine associations between early cerebellar physiological changes and behavior (Day1), 
we combined data from both Long and Short groups and performed a correlation analysis 
between early changes in CBI (P1-Pre) and early skill improvement within the first block (first 15 
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trials vs. next 15 trials). Similarly, to determine associations between OI1 and behavior (offline 










Successfully executing a motor skill, such as hitting a baseball, requires our brain to develop an 
understanding of how to interact with a new object or environment (e.g. weight of the bat, field 
conditions), as well as to coordinate an appropriate sequence of movements (i.e. fluid swing). 
Despite the enormous amount of computations needed to acquire each of these motor 
components, we are seamlessly capable of learning them simultaneously. We posit that skill 
learning is accomplished by engaging different brain regions, each acquiring distinct motor skill 
components and relying on different physiological mechanisms. 
Performing smooth and accurate movements is thought to rely on internal forward models--
representations of the body capable of predicting sensory consequences of our own actions 
(Wolpert et al., 1998; Desmurget and Grafton, 2000; Todorov, 2004; Shadmehr and Krakauer, 
2008). Electrophysiological (Palasar et al., 2006; Herzfeld et al., 2015), imaging (Diedrichsen et 
al., 2005; Schlerf et al., 2012), and patient studies (Martin et al., 1996; Lang and Bastian, 1999; 
Maschke et al., 2004; Smith and Shadmehr, 2005; Xu-Wilson et al., 2009; Bhanpuri et al., 2013) 
have all implicated that the cerebellum acquires and maintains internal models.  Human motor 
adaptation studies have indicated that reducing sensory-prediction errors (error-based learning) 
leads to the formation of internal models in the cerebellum (Tseng et al., 2007; Taylor et al., 
2010; Izawa et al., 2012). Similarly, animal and human research have shown this type of learning 
leads to neurophysiological changes within the cerebellum (Medina and Lisberger, 2008; Yang 
and Lisberger, 2013; Jayaram et al., 2011; Schlerf et al., 2012, 2014). Although, prior work has 
evaluated error-based learning by introducing systematic perturbations, this learning mechanism 
likely contributes to forming an internal model representation of a novel task (Bastian, 2008; 
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Haith and Krakauer, 2013; Taylor and Ivry, 2014). Here, we investigated whether acquiring de 
novo a sensorimotor map (or internal model) that is fundamental to successfully perform a skill 
task also engages the cerebellum. 
Linking multiple elements into a single action and optimizing performance of a sequence of 
movement has been suggested to rely on the cerebellum and motor cortical regions (Hikosaka et 
al., 2002; Doyon et al., 2003; Doyon et al., 2009; Steele and Penhune, 2012). For instance, 
cerebellar patients’ show learning impairments in novel coordination patterns and sequences 
(Pascual-Leone et al., 1995; Doyon et al., 1997; Molinari et al., 1997; Gomez-Beldarrian et al., 
1998; Shin and Ivry 2003; Diedrichsen et al., 2005), and damaging cerebellar nuclei in monkeys 
impairs automatization of motor sequences (Passingham and Nixon, 2001). Although these 
studies indicate cerebellar contributions to acquiring sequences the neurophysiological changes 
associated to this remain largely unknown. On the other hand, the primary motor cortex (M1) is 
also known to play an active role in acquiring and encoding movement sequences (Lu and Ashe, 
2005; Matsuzaka et al., 2007; Wiester and Diedrichshen, 2013).  Repetition of the same 
movement pattern rapidly alters the output organization of M1 (Pascual-Leone et al., 1995; Nudo 
et al., 1996; Classen et al., 1998; Kleim et al., 1998; Liepert et al., 1999), a process thought to rely 
on mechanisms of synaptic efficacy, such as long-term potentiation (LTP) (Rioult-Pedotti et al., 
1998, 2000; Harms et al., 2008).  Interestingly, LTP-like plasticity of M1 has been described as a 
neurophysiological phenomenon associated with motor skill learning and retention in humans 
(Reis et al., 2013; Cantarero et al., 2013a&b; Spampinato and Celnik, 2017). These studies, 
however, assessed learning of complex skills including both sensorimotor maps and sequences. In 
other words, prior investigations cannot disentangle the role of M1 and or the CB when learning 
different skill components.  
Since learning motor skills involves acquiring the sensorimotor map and sequence components 
simultaneously, here we deconstructed a skill task to assess the distinct physiological 
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contributions of the cerebellum and M1 when participants learn the skill components separately. 
We predicted that learning a sensorimotor map results in modulation of cerebellar excitability, but 
not in M1 LTP-like plasticity changes; whereas learning a sequence of movements leads to 
cerebellar excitability changes and M1 LTP-like plasticity. We argue that the nature of motor 
components that constitute a skill, determines which brain regions and physiological mechanisms 
mediate the overall motor skill learning. This raises the question whether developing 
interventions targeting multiple brain regions, rather than a single-site, results in a more efficient 
modulation of motor learning. 
4.2 Results 
 
In experiment 1 we investigated whether changes in cerebellar excitability and M1 LTP-like 
plasticity occurred as participants learned a new sensorimotor map that is a critical component of 
a skill task.  Here, participants move a computer-cursor to an individual target by producing an 
isometric pinch force contractions. The relationship between the cursor displacement and force 
(sensorimotor map) was logarithmic (Figure 4.1a). We designed the task to expose participants to 
the entire logarithmic map by changing the target location on each trial to a random position 
along the task (monitor) space. Participants were instructed to hit the target as fast and accurately 
as possible. They only had one attempt per trial for each target location (i.e. subjects were not 
allowed to make force adjustment). Following the sensorimotor map training, participants were 
then asked to complete a sequential visuomotor isometric pinch task (SVIPT) where cursor 
movements are navigated using the same sensorimotor map through a sequence of five targets 
presented on the screen (Figure 4.1b). Recent studies have suggested that early learning of this 
sequential skill task relies on cerebellar-dependent error-based learning mechanisms, before other 
forms of learning, such as repetition and reinforcement are engaged (Cantarero et al. 2015; 
Spampinato and Celnik 2017). Thus, we predicted that having participants learn the sensorimotor 
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map prior to incorporating the sequence component would trigger changes in cerebellar 
excitability, but not M1 LTP-like plasticity. 
Participants learned the sensorimotor map  
Twenty healthy participants (23.8 ± 4.6 years, 12 females) were randomly assigned to either 
practice a consistent logarithmic sensorimotor map (Training Group; n =10) or to train on a task 
that presented different force-cursor maps on each trial (i.e. logarithmic, exponential, sigmoidal, 
double sigmoidal and linear; Random Group; n =10; Figure 4.1c). This control task allows 
matching performance efforts while preventing clear accumulation of knowledge about the 
sensorimotor map.  
Participants in the Training group practiced the logarithmic map for three days, while the random 
group, to prevent boredom and frustration, only practiced one day. To assess the knowledge of 
the sensorimotor maps, we quantified the average time to hit each target from the “go” cue 
(movement time) and error-rate (proportion of trials in which endpoint cursor position was 
outside target boundary) for each block of 30 trials. We compared the differences in movement 
time and errors across the Training and Random groups where performance was matched on Day 
1 (i.e. sum of the difference between Blocks 1 and 5). We found that only the Training group 
decreased their movement time (t(18) = 5.02; p<0.001), while both groups maintained consistent 
error-rates throughout training (t(18) = 0.51; p=0.307). 
In the training group we found a significant reduction in movement time (F(6,72) = 13.26; p < 
0.001), while error-rate remained consistent throughout the training sessions (F(6,72) = 0.56; 
p=0.592; Figure  4.2a&b).  This effect was driven by performance improvement in Day 1 (p = 
0.007) and Day 2 (p = 0.005) relative to Day 3, indicating greater sensorimotor map learning 
within the first two training sessions. Together, these results indicate that only Training Group 





Figure 4.1:  Experiment 1 Protocol. (A-B) Depiction of the visual stimuli used to learn the 
sensorimotor map (A) and skill tasks (B). (A) During sensorimotor map training, participants 
controlled the lateral movement of a computer cursor hit an individual target presented on a 
computer screen (magenta). The position of the target changed on each trial to expose 
participants to the entire logarithmic mapping between isometric pinch force and cursor 
displacement (outlined target). (B) During skill learning, participants were instructed to navigate 
the cursor between home position and five targets. The sequence order consisted of home-1-
home-2-home-3-home-4-home-5. (C) Participants were divided into either Training (n=10) or 
Random (n=10) groups.  Only Training group individuals participated in three days of training 
(Day1; Day2; Day3). On Day1 and Day2, individuals completed ten blocks consisting in 30 trials 
of sensorimotor map training (blue). Day 3 training began with five blocks of sensorimotor 
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training, followed by five blocks of skill training (green). Cerebellar excitability measurements 
(black arrows) for this group were assessed prior to training (Pre) and after the first (P1) and 
final sensorimotor map training behavioral block (P2). This measure was also assessed in a 
similar fashion throughout skill training (Day3; P3, P4, P5). Random group individuals (n=10) 
trained only on one day, where the behavior and cerebellar excitability measure was identical to 
the Training group, except that Random group individuals performed in a randomized version of 
the sensorimotor map task (red). For the Training group, MEP amplitudes (black arrows) were 
measured before and after application of A-tDCS (grey ray) to assess M1 LTP-like plasticity. 
This was measured on a day where no training occurred (Day0) and after each training session 
(Day1, Day2 Day3).  
 
Knowledge of the sensorimotor map facilitate skill learning 
We predicted that the Training group would perform better at a skill task that involves learning a 
logarithmic map besides a sequence of movements. To measure this, we quantified changes in the 
speed-accuracy tradeoff function (i.e. Skill measure) for each training block when subjects 
practice the SVIPT task (Reis et al. 2009; Cantarero et al 2013 a&b; Wymbs et al. 2016). As 
expected, we found that the training group performed the task better from the onset and 
throughout training when compared to the random group (Training and Random groups skill 
measure interaction: F(4,72) = 2.98; p = 0.024; posthoc Block 1; p <0.001; Figure 4.2c), meaning 
that subjects exposed to the random maps were not able to catch up with the other group. These 





Figure 4.2: Training on the sensorimotor map led to better skill learning. (A-B) Sensorimotor 
Map Training Results for the Training (blue) and Random (red) groups. The X-axis depicts 
training blocks (average of 30 trials) and the y-axis represents the average movement time (A) 
and average error rate (B).  Vertical grey solid lines represent the separation between training 
days and the data represent the mean ± SEM for each block. (C) Skill Training Results for the 
Training (solid-green) and Random (dashed-green) groups. The average skill measure is plotted 
on the y-axis across the behavioral blocks. Note, Training group participants acquisition and 
performance of the skill task was superior to the Random group.  
 
Cerebellar excitability changes occur during both map and skill learning   
To investigate physiological changes in the cerebellum, we used a paired-pulse TMS technique to 
probe the strength of cerebellar connectivity to M1.  Applying TMS to the cerebellum results in 
subsequent inhibition of contralateral M1, an effect known as cerebellar inhibition (CBI; Ugawa 
et al., 1995; Pinto and Chen, 2001; Daskalakis et al., 2004; Celnik 2015). We have previously 
shown that the magnitude of CBI is modulated when learning error-based motor tasks in the 
absence of M1 excitability changes (Jayaram et al., 2011; Schlerf et al. 2012, 2014). In other 
words, changes in this physiological measure is thought to reflect modulation of the inhibitory 
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output the cerebellar cortex exerts to the deep cerebellar nuclei, which in turn has a disynaptic 





Figure 4.3: Cerebellar excitability changes when learning the sensorimotor map and skill task. 
Bar graphs and vertical error bars depict the mean ± SEM of the CBI ratio at different 
stimulation time-points. Dashed horizontal line depicts the normalized unconditioned MEP 
amplitude and the dashed vertical line represents the separation between training days. Solid 
grey vertical line separates the results from each group. The CBI ratio increases (i.e. less 
inhibition) only for the Training group (blue) and not for the Random group (red) throughout 
sensorimotor map training. On the other hand, CBI reduced early for both Training and Random 




When assessing cerebellar excitability in the Training group prior to, during and after each 
sensorimotor map training sessions, as well as during the skill training blocks (Figure 4.1), we 
found changes in CBI varied across training sessions (Training Group CBI session x time 
interaction: F(6,72) = 2.32; p=0.042; Figure 4.3). Specifically, during sensorimotor map training, 
we found a reduction of CBI throughout Day1 (P1, p =0.020; P2, p<0.01), early Day2 (P1, 
p<0.01), but not in Day3 (all p >0.2). This indicates that as participants learn the maps over days, 
cerebellar excitability was modulated early on in Day 1 and 2. On Day 3, when learning was less, 
CBI did not change. Furthermore CBI was also modulated early during motor skill learning (P3; 
p=0.04), suggesting that cerebellar excitability changes also occur when learning a sequence of 
actions on the trained sensorimotor map. 
We additionally determined CBI changes in the Random group during sensorimotor map and skill 
task training. We found only a significant change in CBI early during skill training when the 
sensorimotor map was held constant, but no changes when participants trained the random 
presentation of many different  sensorimotor maps (Random group CBI session interaction: 
F(2,36) = 2.32; p=0.023; posthoc P3; p <0.01). These results are consistent with prior findings 
indicating that CBI changes are specific to learning and not due to motor performance (Jayaram 
et al., 2011; Schlerf et al., 2012; Spampinato and Celnik, 2017). 
M1 LTP-like plasticity was evident only after sequential-skill learning 
To assess M1 LTP-like plasticity following the sensorimotor map and skill learning, we used a 
previously described protocol that combines anodal transcranial direct current stimulation 
(AtDCS) and transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS; Cantarero et al., 2013 a&b; Spampinato 
and Celnik, 2017). Briefly, we applied AtDCS after each training session (Baseline, Day1, Day2, 
Day3) and measured with TMS MEP amplitudes to determine the presence of M1 excitability 
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potentiating aftereffects (see methods section for details). The potentiating effects of AtDCS 
reflect a mechanism similar to LTP, as they are dependent on NMDA receptor activity (Liebetanz 
et al., 2002; Nitsche et al., 2003; Nitsche et al., 2004; Fristch et al., 2010). Thus, if learning a 
specific task is associated with M1 LTP-like mechanisms then AtDCS aftereffect on M1 
excitability should be occluded (Cantarero et al., 2013 a&b; Spampinato and Celnik, 2017). 
When we evaluated the presence of occlusion after each session, we found significant differences 
on M1 excitability across training sessions (F(3,36) = 3.57; p = 0.027; Figure 4.4).  The AtDCS 
aftereffects following sensorimotor map training (Day 1 and Day 2) showed similar potentiation 
effects relative to the baseline responses recorded on a day when participants did not train (p > 
0.90; p = 0.494 respectively).  On the other hand, we found occlusion of potentiation effects 
following skill task training when compared to baseline (p = 0.019), a finding consistent with 
previous studies (Cantarero et al., 2013 a&b; Spampinato and Celnik, 2017). These results 
indicate that M1 engages LTP-like plastic changes only when a sequence of actions is 




                     
 
                                
 
Figure 4.4: M1 LTP-like plasticity is prominent only after skill learning. Bar graphs and vertical 
error bars depict the mean ± SEM of the MEP ratio (post-AtDCS MEP amplitudes normalized to 
pre-AtDCS MEP amplitudes) for the Training group after each session (Day 0, Day 1, Day 2, 
Day 3). Dashed horizontal lines depict the normalized MEP amplitude of pre-AtDCS (1.0), thus 
values increasingly larger than 1.0 represent a larger response to AtDCS. Only the responses to 
AtDCS following skill training (green) and not following sensorimotor map training (blue), were 
significantly smaller from rest (grey).  
 
Learning a sequence on a known sensorimotor map, elicits changes in cerebellar excitability and 
M1 LTP-like plasticity  
It is possible that cerebellar excitability changes following sequence learning on the sensorimotor 
map is related to the participants continuing to learn the dynamics of the sensorimotor map. 
Alternatively, it is also possible that sequence learning also engages cerebellar plasticity. 
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Furthermore, if the sequence component of a skill task is driving M1 LTP-like changes, then 
AtDCS aftereffects following finger sequence learning should also result in occlusion. To 
disentangle these predictions we assessed the same physiological markers, CBI and M1 LTP-like 
plasticity, in a second experiment where participants learned a sequence of movements on a 





Figure 4.5: Experiment 2 Design: Learning sequence in a well-known sensorimotor map. 
Participants from both the Training (teal; n=12) and Random (orange; n=12) groups trained on 
motor sequences for two days. Only Training group individuals performed the same nine-element 
sequence throughout training, whereas the Random group was exposed to a different ordered 
sequence on each trial. For each group, cerebellar excitability measures were assessed prior to 
training (Pre), after one block (P1) and at the end of training (P2). Moreover, M1 LTP-like 




Twenty-four healthy participants (24.4 ± 4.1 years, 14 females) completed a two-day 
experimental session. Participants were randomly assigned to either practice a consistent 9-
element sequence involving three neighboring keys (Training Group; n = 12) or practice on a 
version of the task where the order of the 9-element sequence changed on each trial (Random 
Group; n=12). All participants were instructed to only use their index finger to hit the computer 
keys and told to perform movements as quickly and accurately as possible. Importantly, the key-
specific cues represented visually on a computer screen always remained in the same location (no 
finger-visual associations), and the sequence was paused if an error occurred and restarted upon 
the appropriate key press (see methods section for details).  
To assess motor sequence learning, we compared group differences in online error-rate, reaction 
time, and movement time across training sessions.  We found that the Training group 
significantly improved their reaction time and movement time compared to the Random group 
(movement time interaction: F(1,22) = 16.35; p = 0.001; error-rate interaction: F(1,22) = 14.33; p 
= 0.001; Figure 4.6a&b), while maintaining comparable  error-rates (error-rate interaction: 
F(1,22) = 1.77; p = 0.197). Critically, the movement time (t(22)=0.297; p = 0.770) and reaction 
time (t(22)=0.544; p = 0.592) across groups were similar in the first five trials, indicating that 
both groups began at the same performance level. 
When we assessed cerebellar excitability before, during and after training across groups, we 
found a selective reduction of CBI only early during consistent sequence training on Day1 
(Training and Random group CBI interaction: F(2,44) = 3.67; p=0.034; posthoc P1; p=0.001; 
Figure 4.6c). This indicates that motor sequence learning lead to cerebellar excitability changes, 
independent of acquiring a new sensorimotor map.  Moreover, when we evaluated the effects of 
AtDCS on M1 excitability after training, only the Training group showed significant occlusion of 
AtDCS potentiating effects relative to baseline responses (Training and Random group 
interaction: F(2,44) = 4.36; p=0.048; posthoc Training, p = 0.007; Figure 4.6d). Together, these 
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findings suggest that an interaction of M1 and cerebellar plasticity is necessary to learn a new 
sequence of movements, even when there is minimal demand to learn a sensorimotor map.  
It could be argued that cerebellar excitability changes early in sequence learning are due to 
changes in training group performance compared to the random group (i.e., faster sequence 
execution time), independent of sequence learning. To exclude this possibility, we assessed 
cerebellar excitability changes after when individuals produced rhythmic finger tapping at two 
frequencies (fast and slow tempo) imposed by an auditory metronome. Here, we tested six 
individuals from the training group in experiment 2 (24.5 ± 4.93 years, 3 females) in a follow-up 
session and assessed cerebellar excitability at rest, and after performing rhythmic tapping at each 
tempo. Importantly, performance of the distinct tempo paces were counterbalanced and reflected 
the difference of performance within the first sequence training block in experiment 2 (see 
methods for details).   We found no significant differences in CBI (F(2,10) = 0.27; p = 0.737; 
Figure 4.6.e), supporting our claim that modulation of cerebellar excitability seen during 




                                   
 
Figure 4.6: Experiment 2 Results: Learning a sequence on a well-known sensorimotor map, 
elicits changes in cerebellar excitability and M1 LTP-like plasticity. (A-B) Behavioral Results for 
the Training (teal) and Random (orange) groups. The X-axis depicts training blocks (average of 
30 trials) and the y-axis represents the average movement time (A) and average reaction time (B).  
Vertical grey solid lines represent the separation between training days and the data represent 
the mean ± SEM for each block. Note that all individuals started with similar performance, but 
only the Training group improved their movement and reaction time. (C) Cerebellar excitability 
changes. Bar graphs and vertical error bars depict the mean ± SEM of the CBI ratio for the 
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Training (teal) and Random groups (orange) at each stimulation time-points (Pre, P1, P2). 
Dashed horizontal line depicts the normalized unconditioned MEP amplitude and the dashed 
vertical line represents the separation between training days. The CBI ratio changes for the 
Training group but not for Random group early in each sequence session. (D) Occlusion of M1 
LTP-like plasticity. Bar graphs and vertical error bars depict the mean ± SEM of the MEP ratio 
(post-AtDCS MEP amplitudes normalized to pre-AtDCS MEP amplitudes) for each group’s 
baseline session (grey) and for the training session (Training group in teal; Random group in 
orange). Dashed horizontal lines depict the normalized MEP amplitude of pre-AtDCS (1.0). Only 
the Training group showed significant occlusion of M1 LTP-like plasticity after sequence training 
when compared to baseline responses. (E) Rhythmic Tapping and cerebellar excitability changes. 
Bar graphs and vertical error bars depict the mean ± SEM of the CBI ratio recorded at rest, and 
following slow-tempo and fast-tempo rhythmic finger tapping. Dashed horizontal line depicts the 







We assessed distinct physiological markers of the cerebellum and M1 when individuals learned 
two separate components of a motor skill. Here, we show that acquiring a new sensorimotor map, 
thought to represent learning of skill task dynamics, involved plastic changes in the cerebellum, 
but not in M1. On the other hand, learning a sequence of movements entailed plastic changes in 
both of these brain regions.  This indicating that the properties defining distinct motor skill 
components determine what the relative contributions of different brain regions are when learning 
a new skill. 
Similar to previous findings linking motor adaptation and cerebellar plasticity (Jayaram et al., 
2011; Schlerf et al., 2012), we found cerebellar excitability changes (i.e. reduction of CBI) 
throughout the acquisition of a new sensorimotor map. We suggest that cerebellar-dependent 
error-based learning, which heavily contributes to motor adaptation, plays a similar role in 
developing an internal representation of skill task dynamics. We reason that when first interacting 
with the force-visual map, there is no motor history for an accurate forward model, thus resulting 
in large sensory prediction. As such, the process of learning involves adjust motor commands on 
each exposure by refining internal forward models driven by reducing (online and endpoint) 
sensory prediction errors. We postulated that developing this internal model is a much slower 
process than recalibrating existing forward models that occurs in motor adaptation; therefore, we 
had participants train on this mapping for three days and evaluated CBI throughout training. 
Consistent with this hypothesis, robust cerebellar excitability changes were presented throughout 
the first training session and early on in second training session. This suggests that as participants 
become familiar with the mapping rule, the contribution of an error-based mechanism plays a 
reduced role. Moreover, we also found no evidence for neurophysiological changes in the random 
group, consistent with our previous results indicating that a large sensory prediction error alone is 
not sufficient to drive changes in cerebellar excitability if no accumulation of learning occurs 
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(Schlerf et al., 2012; Spampinato and Celnik, 2017).  Thus, we believe the reliance on error-based 
mechanism is what drives cerebellar excitability changes when learning the dynamics of a new 
motor skill. 
While it is well known that motor learning induces plastic changes in the cerebellum (Anderson 
et al., 1996; Kleim et al., 1998; Schlerf et al., 2012), how multiple sites of plasticity within the 
cerebellar cortex contribute to learning a new skill remain largely unknown.  Among the many 
sites and forms of synaptic plasticity involved in learning (D’Angelo et al., 2016), long-term 
depression (LTD) of parallel fiber-Purkinje cell synapses remain one of the most influential in 
interpreting the reduced CBI found during sensorimotor map learning. For instance, studies in 
non-human primates have shown cerebellar-dependent motor learning is associated with LTD of 
parallel fiber-Purkinje cell synapse (Medina and Lisberger, 2008; Yang and Lisberger 2013), 
driven by the duration of climbing fiber inputs relaying movement error signals (Yang and 
Lisberger, 2014). Thus, if Purkinje cell activity is reduced due to the learning-related LTD, then 
applying a cerebellar TMS conditioning pulse with the same intensity prior to learning will lead 
to less activation of the cerebello-dentato-thalamo-cortical pathway, resulting in a release of 
inhibition of M1 triggered by a subsequent test pulse (Celnik 2015). We think the current results 
suggest that an LTD-like mechanism underlies the error-based cerebellar contribution to learning 
a new sensorimotor mapping. 
On the other hand, we found no evidence for M1 LTP like plasticity during sensorimotor map 
learning. We interpret that this finding is due to the higher reliance on other brain regions and 
their associated forms of learning (i.e. cerebellum/prefrontal cortex and error-based/cognitive) to 
acquire this component. Indeed, several studies utilizing non-invasive brain stimulation over M1 
did not modulate the acquisition rate of motor adaptation (Richardson et al., 2006; Hadipour-
Niktarash et al., 2007; Gaela et al., 2011; Orban de Xivry et al., 2011 a&b; Herzfeld et al., 2014) 
where the contribution of error-based learning are critical. Instead, disruptive TMS over M1 only 
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impairs motor adaptation when the same movements are repeated (Orban de Xivry et al., 2011), 
consistent with neurophysiological evidence demonstrating robust changes in M1 activity late in 
adaptation (Paz et al., 2003; Paz and Vaadia, 2004; Richardson et al., 2012). Indeed, it has been 
argued that movement repetition elicits a different form of memory than those acquired from 
error-based learning (Diedrichsen et al., 2010; Huang et al., 2011). However, there is substantial 
evidence that has indicated that M1 plays a critical role in retention of motor learning 
(Muellbacher et al., 2002; Robertson et al., 2004; Haipour-Niktarash et al., 2007; Reis et al., 
2009; Galea et al., 2011). Thus, one might expect that occlusion of M1 LTP-like plasticity, a 
mechanism linked to motor retention (Cantarero et al., 2013; Spampinato and Celnik, 2017), 
would occur following map training since participants displayed better map performance at the 
start of the second and third training session. However, this may only be true for some motor 
memories, such learning visuomotor associations and not for learning novel force production 
rules. For example, some studies have shown retention of a dynamic force-field learning is 
unaffected by non-invasive stimulation aimed to modulate M1 activity (Baraduc et al., 2004; 
Herzfeld et al., 2014) and instead may be encoded in regions outside of M1, such as the 
cerebellum (Lu et al., 1998; Li Voti et al., 2014; Herzfeld et al., 2014; Wessel et al., 2015). 
Therefore, we suggest that the nature of the sensorimotor map task studied here (i.e. exposing 
participants to the entire task space) may explain why no changes in M1 LTP-like plasticity 
occurred. 
Our observation that cerebellar excitability changes with motor sequence learning is consistent 
with previous findings from patient (Pascual-Leone et al., 1995; Molinari et al., 1997; Gomez-
Beldarrian et al., 1998; Shin and Ivry 2003; Spencer and Ivry, 2009), imaging (Doyon et al., 
2002; Penhune and Doyon, 2005; Seidler et al., 2005; Grafton et al., 2008; Steele and Penhune, 
2010) , brain stimulation (Torriero et al., 2007, 2011; Ferrucci et al., 2013), and animal lesion 
studies (Passingham and Nixon, 2001). It has recently been suggested that the role of the 
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cerebellum in sequence learning is to acquire the optimal internal model (i.e. velocity, force, 
timing, etc.) for sequence performance (Penhune and Steele, 2012). While this may explain why 
cerebellar excitability changes occurred only early-on in learning the sequential components of 
experiment 1 and 2 compared to the pronounced effects observed throughout sensorimotor map 
training, we and others believe that an error-based form of learning likely makes a minimal 
contribution to learning sequences (Spencer and Ivry, 2009; Stark-Inbar Alit et al., 2016), as it 
does not involve a change in task dynamics (i.e. no sensorimotor map calibration) nor on vector 
error information. Instead, learning entails formation of associations or predictions between 
successive sequence elements and errors committed in sequence performance reflect selecting an 
inappropriate action (i.e. target/sequence element prediction error). Given that the activity in 
overlapping cerebellar regions has been shown to respond to different types of errors 
(Diedrichsen et al., 2005), the changes seen during sequence learning may reflect a process 
beyond sensory prediction errors.  
Recent anatomical studies have revealed reciprocal connections between the cerebellum and 
prefrontal cortex (Kelly and Strick, 2003), as well as cerebellum and basal ganglia (Bostan and 
Strick, 2010), supporting the possibility that these brain regions and their associated forms of 
learning (i.e. strategy and reward-base) may influence cerebellar plasticity. For example, a recent 
study suggested that reinforcement signals from the basal ganglia might prime the cerebellar 
sensitivity to incoming error signals (Galea et al., 2015), thus one interpretation is that cerebellar 
excitability modulation reflects these regions interactions to anticipating associations between 
distinct elements of a sequence. Alternatively, cerebellar-prefrontal loops may contribute to a 
working memory process establishing stimulus-response representations (Spencer and Ivry, 2009; 
Bo et al., 2011). Our results from Experiment 2 suggest an additional role beyond learning 
stimulus response-associations, as participant groups exposed to consistent or random sequences 
relied on the same, low-demanding stimulus-response association (i.e. computer screen cue 
directly reflected a keyboard key). Instead, one possibility for the changes in cerebellar 
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excitability may relate to this network shifting behavioral performance from an unpracticed and 
attention demanding state into a more skilled and automatic one (Jenkins et al., 1994; Doyon et 
al., 1998; Thach, 1998, Lang and Bastian 2002; Wu et al., 2004; Boyd and Lang 2008).  Future 
work will need to address how these regions interact when learning new motor skills. 
We also found that M1 LTP-like plasticity occurs after motor sequence learning, but not 
following sensorimotor map learning. We expected that the repetitive nature of motor sequence 
learning would elicit occlusion of M1 LTP-like plasticity following training. This is consistent 
with prior animal and human work linking this physiological phenomenon with repetitive and 
reinforcement motor learning and retention of motor memory (Rioult-Pedotti et al., 1998, 2000; 
Muellbacher et al., 2002; Rosenkranz et al., 2007; Molina-Luna et al., 2009; Hosp et al., 2011; 
Cantarero et al., 2013a&b; Spampinato and Celnik, 2017). We interpret our results to reflect the 
engagement of these forms of learning contribution towards encoding a control policy for the 
learned sequence of movements in M1. This is consistent with animal work showing that M1 
encodes spatial-temporal parameters of sequences (Carpenter et al., 1999; Matsuzaka et al., 2007) 
and that motor sequence learning is associated with the expansion of M1 output maps (Pacual-
Leone et al. 1995; Classen et al. 1998), via LTP/LTD-induced synaptic strengthening of 
horizontal connections (Sanes and Donahoue 2000; Pedotti et al., 1998, 2000). Since modifying 
synaptic efficacy is activity-dependent and repetitive motor learning activates LTP-like 
mechanisms, our results indicate M1 contributes to motor sequence learning by storing sequence 
representations reliant on repetition and reinforcement of the same movement pattern. 
 
In conclusion, we show that learning a new sensorimotor mapping of a skill task leads to changes 
in cerebellar excitability but not to M1 LTP-like plasticity changes; whereas learning a new 
sequence of movements in a well-trained map elicits changes in both cerebellar excitability and 
M1 LTP-like plasticity. These findings indicate that learning complex motor skills involve a 
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harmonious blend of distinct physiological mechanisms and their associated neural substrates in 
order to successfully learn different motor components of a skill (i.e. how to interact with a new 
device/environment, planning of movement sequences, etc.). Our results may explain why the 
nature of a motor task being learned can yield different outcomes when targeting specific brain 
regions with non-invasive brain stimulation (Stagg et al., 2011; Kantak et al., 2012; Saucedo-
Marquez et al., 2013; Kwan et al., 2015), and further suggest that targeting one region to augment 
motor learning may yield limited benefits. We believe this has important implications towards 
developing rehabilitation strategies aimed at enhancing motor recovery following cerebral-stroke. 
For instance, beyond focusing on lesioned cortical regions, targeting additional brain regions, as 
such as cerebellum, may enhance motor recovery given its role adjusting movements to altered 
environments and learning rule-based movement patterns.  
 
4.4 Materials and Methods 
 
We recruited a total of 44 naïve healthy right-handed individuals (mean age = 24.11 ±4.36 years; 
26 female) with no history of neurological disorders. Exclusion criteria included the use of 
alcohol, recreational drug use and prescribed medication affecting the central nervous system, all 
of which may alter plasticity and motor learning. This study was approved by the Johns Hopkins 
University School of Medicine Institutional Review Board. All participants provided written 
informed consent before participating in the study 
Neurophysiological assessments: Transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS) 
We used a 70 mm-diameter figure-of-eight TMS coil (Magstim 2002) over the left M1 to elicit 
motor evoked potential (MEP) of the first dorsal interosseous (FDI) muscle of the right hand. We 
used a neuro-navigation system (BrainSight; Rogue Research) to ensure stimulation location over 
the desired M1 location occurred stayed consistent from session to session. To do this, we 
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identified and registered a “hot spot” with the best representation of the right FDI muscle. MEPs 
were recorded with electromyographic (EMG) activity via disposable surface electrodes placed 
over the FDI muscle. EMG signals were sampled at 2 kHz, amplified at 1 kHz and band-pass 
filtered (10–500 Hz) using an amplifier (Octopus AMT 8; Bortec Biomedical, Alberta, Canada) 
and data acquisition software (Signal 4.02; CED, Cambridge, England). The data was stored and 
analyzed off-line on another computer using custom Matlab scripts (MathWorks, MA, USA). For 
all analysis, we used peak-to-peak MEP amplitudes as the index of M1 excitability. 
Measures of Cerebellar Excitability (CBI) 
To determine cerebellar excitability changes, we delivered TMS using a double-cone coil 
(110mm mean diameter, Magsitm) placed over the cerebellar cortex ispilateral to the trained hand 
and 3cm lateral to the inion, with the stimulator current directed downward. Similar to previous 
studies, we assessed CBI by delivering a TMS conditioning stimulus (CS) over the cerebellar 
cortex 5 ms prior to test stimulus (TS) over the contralateral motor cortex (Ugawa et al., 1995; 
Pinto and Chen, 2001, Daskalakis et al., 2014). We delivered 10 CS + TS stimuli to measure CBI 
along with 10 unconditioned TS stimuli in a random order. CBI was quantified as the ratio of 
mean MEP amplitude in the CS+TS relative to TS.  To avoid antidromic stimulation of the 
pyramidal tract with the cerebellar CS, the intensity for cerebellar stimulation was set at 5% 
below the brainstem active motor threshold (aMT; Werhahn et al., 1996; Galea et al., 2009). To 
do this, the double-cone coil was placed over the inion as subjects pre-activated their FDI muscle. 
Threshold was defined as the nearest 5% stimulator output that elicited an MEP of 50 μV in the 
pre-activated FDI muscle in 5 of 10 trials. The intensity of cerebellar CS was then set at 5% less 
than the brainstem threshold, or if the threshold was not found at 75% of stimulator output, we 
used 70% stimulator output. Throughout each stimulation time point, the intensity of the TS was 
adjusted to evoke an MEP of ~ 1Mv. 
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Quantifying Anodal Transcranial Direct Current Stimulation (AtDCS) Aftereffects 
To assess corticomotor excitability, we first determined the stimulus intensity needed to evoke an 
MEP with peak-to-peak amplitude of ∼1 mV (S1mV). We recorded 10 MEPs at this intensity 
prior to applying AtDCS. Using a Chattanooga Ionto Phoresor II Auto device (model PM850; 
IOMED, UT, USA), we then delivered AtDCS through two 25 cm2 sponge electrodes soaked in a 
saline solution for 7 minutes at an intensity of 1 mA.  Electrodes were placed over the left M1 
“hot spot” for the FDI muscle and right supra-orbital area. Following the AtDCS application, we 
recorded 10 MEPs at S1mV intensity immediately after cessation and repeated this recording 
every 5 minutes until 30 minutes post AtDCS application. To assess AtDCS aftereffects, we 
averaged the recoded 10 MEP amplitudes at each time point and normalized these values to the 
average of 10 MEP amplitudes recorded prior to AtDCS application.  
To quantify learning-related occlusion of M1 LTP-like plasticity, for each subject we compared 
the AtDCS aftereffects following motor performance compared to their baseline AtDCS response 
(i.e. day where no motor performance was completed). To do this, we calculated the grand mean 
normalized post-AtDCS MEP amplitudes for each session. We then determined and classified 
occlusion of M1 LTP-like plasticity changes when we the post-AtDCS MEP amplitudes after 
motor training where smaller when compared to the baseline session.  
We also pre-screened for non-responders to AtDCS based on post-AtDCS MEP changes from a 
baseline session. A non-responder was classified when the mean of normalized MEP amplitude 
across each post-AtDCS time points did not exceed 1.0 (i.e., smaller than pre-AtDCS MEP). Six 
individuals did not meet this criterion and were therefore excluded from the study. 
Experimental procedure: Experiment 1 
Sensorimotor Map Task 
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Participants were seated in front of a vertical computer screen, in which they controlled a cursor 
by applying a pinch force with the right thumb and index finger to a force transducer. The overall 
goal was to move the cursor between the start position and a target presented on the screen. 
Target location was randomized trial-by-trial to encourage participants to explore along the entire 
task (monitor) space. Training group participants experienced a consistent logarithmic force-
cursor mapping between pinch-force production and on-screen cursor movement. On the other 
hand, Random group individuals were exposed to varying force-distance maps (i.e. logarithmic, 
exponential, sigmoidal, double sigmoidal and linear) on each trial. For both groups, the target was 
presented on the screen simultaneously with an instruction cue (green circle) indicating the start 
of the trial. All participants were encouraged to accurately move to the target as fast as possible.  
Movement time was considered as the amount of time from movement onset until the target was 
reached. An accurate movement was considered only if individuals landed the cursor endpoint 
within the target boundaries. As such, we calculated errors in a binary fashion; individuals either 
hit or missed the target when attempting to reach the single. 
Sequence integration: Sequential Visual Isometric Pinch Task (SVIPT) 
After the sensorimotor map training was completed, participants trained on the previously 
described SVIPT (Reis et al., 2009; Cantarero et al., 2013a&b; Wymbs et al., 2016; Spampinato 
and Celnik, 2017). Participants used the same force transducer and task space as in the 
sensorimotor map task. However, here participants were instructed to move the cursor as fast and 
accurate as possible between a HOME position and 5 targets (the sequence of movements: 
HOME-1-HOME-2-HOME-3-HOME-4-HOME-5). Both Training and Random groups were 
exposed to a consistent logarithmic force-distance mapping. The target positions and sequential 
order was held also consistent throughout training. Similar to the sensorimotor map training, 
movement time was considered from movement onset until the final target was reached. Trials 
were only considered successful if participants to hit the targets in the correct order. Again, trial 
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accuracy was calculated in a binary fashion (i.e. no error or error), regardless of participants 
committing more than one error. 
As previously done (Reis et al., 2009; Cantarero et al., 2013, a&b; Wymbs et al., 2016, 
Spampinato and Celnik, 2017), we assessed skill learning by quantifying changes in movement 
speed-accuracy tradeoff function (SAF) for each block. To estimate SAF changes throughout 
training, we calculated a skill score with the following equation: 
 
𝑆𝑘𝑖𝑙𝑙 𝑆𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒 =
1 − error rate
error rate(ln(movement time)𝑏)
 
Where error rate and movement time correspond to the averages over each training block (30 
trials) and the value of constant b is 5.424 (ref). In addition, we administered each calculated 
error rate with at least 1 over or undershooting movement. 
Experimental procedure: Experiment 2 
DSP 
Participants were seated in front of a computer screen and performed a 9-element discrete 
sequence production (DSP) in which participants generated responses to sequential, visually 
presented cues by using their index finger to hit a desktop computer keys. Sequence targets were 
displayed using a horizontal display of three square stimuli, representing a direct left to right 
mapping of three neighboring keys ( ‘V’ leftmost, ‘B’ middle, ‘N’ rightmost). A highlighted 
square in blue served as an instruction cue for which key participants had to press. Critically, only 
once the correct response was made, the next target in the sequence became immediately 
highlighted. As such, if an incorrect key response was selected, the sequence was paused and only 
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resumed following the appropriate key response. Each sequence trial started with the presentation 
of a “go” cue, followed by the onset of the initial DSP stimulus (thick square outlined in blue).  
The Training group was exposed to the same 9-element sequence throughout training, whereas 
the Random group received a randomized 9-element sequence order on each trial. Participants 
were informed to respond and perform the sequence as fast and accurate as possible. We recorded 
and calculated the mean cue response time to the first element, movement time, and error-rate for 
each training block of 30 trials. Response time was considered the amount of time participants 
needed to select the first highlighted sequence element, whereas movement time was considered 
from the first element response until the final element response was made.  A trial was considered 
successful only if the entire 9-element sequence was completed without an error (i.e. no error or 
error), regardless if multiple errors were committed.  
Rhythmic Tapping  
Six subjects from experiment 2 (24.5 ± 4.93 years, 3 females) participated in a follow-up study 
where we evaluated cerebellar excitability effects following the production of rhythmic finger at 
an interval specified by an auditory metronome. Movements required flexion-extension of the 
index finger, where a complete movement ‘tap’ was considered when the flexed-finger contacted 
the surface of a table. We had participants tap under a slow tempo (200 BPM) in one performance 
block and at a fast tempo (135 BPM) in another performance block. This pace mimicked the early 
differences in sequence performance (i.e. first and last five trials of Block 1) found in experiment 
2. The order the different tempo-performance blocks (consisting of 30 trials of nine consecutive 
‘taps’) was counterbalanced across the participants. The metronome tone was played at the start 
of each frequency block and remained present throughout performance. Participants were 




We used SPSS (IBM; Version 20) to complete all statistical data analysis. All data are 
represented as means ± SEM and effects were considered significant if p ≤ 0.05. To determine 
whether the groups in experiment 1 were significantly different in sensorimotor map training, 
we used two-tailed t-tests to assess online performance differences (i.e. movement time and 
error-rate). We used the same outcome measures by contrasting performance across the training 
group’s sensorimotor map sessions (i.e. Day1, Day2, Day3). Here, we carried out a one-way 
repeated measures of ANOVA (ANOVARM) such that training sessions (MapD1, MapD2, 
MapD3) served as the between-subjects factor. To assess the performance of the SVIPT, we 
assess differences in the skill measure by using mixed-effect ANOVARM with GROUP (training, 
random) as the between and time (Block1, Block2…Block5) as within-factors. For experiment 
2, we assessed sequence learning by comparing online differences in error-rate, reaction time, 
and movement time in three separate mixed-effect  ANOVARM with between-subject factor for 
group (training, random) and within-subject factor for session (Day1, Day2). 
We used separate mixed-effect repeated measures of ANOVA (ANOVARM) for all collected 
physiological measures. Mauchly’s sphericity was used to validate normality in each 
ANOVARM conducted. When significant differencs were identified, we used Bonferroni-Holm 
corrected post hoc analysis was done to account for multiple comparisons.    To determine 
changes in CBI in experiment 1 for the training group, we used ANOVARM with the between-
subject factor for session (MapD1, MapD2, MapD3, Skill) and within-subject factor for time 
(Pre, P1, P2). The same statistical analysis was applied for CBI changes for the random group, 
with between-subject factor for session (MapD1, Skill) and within-subject factor for time (Pre, 
P1, P2). For experiment 2, we performed a mixed-effect ANOVARM with between-subject factor 
for group (training, random) and within-subject factor for time (Pre, P1, P2). To assess M1 LTP-
like plasticity changes following training, we first calculated the AtDCS potentiation effect for 
each experimental session. We then calculated the grand mean of normalized MEP amplitude 
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across post-AtDCS time points. Specifically for experiment 1, we compared these values for the 
training group by using a one-way ANOVA with within-subject factor for session (MapD1, 
MapD2, Skill). For experiment 2, we performed a mixed-effect ANOVARM with the between-




Chapter 5 – General Conclusions  
 
This dissertation presents a series of experimental studies conducted with the goal of 
understanding cerebellar and M1 physiological mechanisms underlying distinct types of motor 
learning, in order to better characterize how each mechanism contributes to learning a new 
behavior. Our results have broad implications that include not only providing a better 
understanding for the role of specific brain regions towards acquiring different types of motor 
learning, but also can provide a basis for devising effective rehabilitation strategies for recovery 
following illness or brain disease. 
Are changes in cerebellar excitability (CBI) somatotopy-specific in the presence or absence of 
adaptive motor learning? It is well known that the cerebellum is critically important for error-
based adaptive motor learning, as evidenced by patients with cerebellar damage impairment to 
account for predictable systematic perturbations. While it was previously shown that cerebellar 
excitability is modulated (i.e. reduced CBI) during learning (Jayaram et al., 2011; Schlerf et al., 
2012), it was unknown whether this effect was reflective of global cerebellar plastic changes or 
not. Our results extend this knowledge by showing that adaptive learning performed with the 
hand, is capable of producing changes in CBI for a muscle representation not involved in the task. 
Of note, we also found learning transferred between the trained and non-trained muscle. Thus, we 
argue that this explains why the physiological response changed for both muscle representations, 
indicating that the non-specific effect we found is likely linked to transfer of learning. To 
disentangle whether modulation of CBI for a non-trained muscle is related to interlimb transfer 
(i.e. follows learning or transfer of learning) or is a non-specific response, we also investigated 
changes in cerebellar excitability in the context of movement preparation, where no learning 
occurred. Here we found that CBI changes only for the muscle involved in movement 
preparation, indicating that learning-related changes in cerebellar excitability are reflective of a 
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somatotopy-specific interaction. This has important implications for the interpretation of 
cerebellar TMS results in the context of learning different behaviors and provides evidence that 
cerebellar excitability can be probed in motor control studies where no learning occurs. For 
example, the technique described in this thesis could be utilized to investigate physiological 
changes in healthy individuals or patients in order to better understand the role of the cerebellum 
in movement preparation. 
What are the temporal physiological contributions of cerebellar and M1 networks during skill 
learning? Since the cerebellum is engaged in error-based adaptive learning by recalibrating 
movement dynamics to meet predictable demands, an important question we asked was if a 
similar mechanism also contributes to acquiring motor skill learning in a similar fashion. 
Moreover, given the substantial evidence from both animal and human studies showing that 
repetitive motor learning results in LTP-like plasticity (Rioult-Pedotti et al., 1998; Monfils and 
Teskey, 2004; Cantarero et al., 2013 a&b) and results in occlusion of further induction of further 
LTP-like plasticity (Rioult-Pedotti et al., 1999, 2000, 2007; Ziemann et al., 2004; Stefan et al., 
2006; Rosenkranz et al., 2007; Cantarero et al., 2013 a&b), we reasoned that contributions from 
this region would be engaged following significant repetition and reinforcement of the skill.  
In chapter 3, we sought to assess neurophysiological mechanisms in the CB and M1 of humans 
during early and late skill learning using TMS and AtDCS to understand the temporal 
contributions of these brain regions throughout the different stages of learning a new skill. We 
demonstrated that changes in CBI occurred early in motor skill, but not late. Interestingly, we 
found a relationship between skill improvement and early changes in CBI. In other words, 
participants who showed more CBI changes were better at acquiring the skill. On the other hand, 
occlusion of M1 LTP-like plasticity occurred only during late, but not early skill training. 
Together, we interpret these results to suggest that early skill learning relies more on an error-
dependent form of learning to potentially acquire the dynamics of the skill task, before other 
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mechanisms are engaged to acquire and encode specific movements. In support of the latter 
statement, we also found that participants who showed more occlusion of M1 LTP-like plasticity 
following their first training session, had better skill retention on the following. As suggested 
previously (Cantarero et al., 2013a&b), our results provide further evidence that occlusion of M1 
LTP-like plasticity is a critical mechanism of skill retention. Overall these results hint towards an 
important temporal interaction between the cerebellum and M1in motor skill learning. 
While examining the role and interactions of distinct brain regions throughout the different stages 
of motor skill learning is of great relevance for devising future rehabilitation strategies, we 
acknowledged that the results Chapter 3 could be related to learning specific aspects of the motor 
skill task participants were asked to learn. Indeed, the skill task studied in this thesis involves 
both learning to acquire an understanding of how to generate movements of a computer cursor in 
a novel environment (sensorimotor map), while performing a specific series of movements 
(sequence). This idea motivated the work done in Chapter 4, in order to better understand the 
specific contributions of the cerebellum and M1 in skill learning. 
Does learning different components of a motor skill change the weights of cerebellar and M1 
contributions?  Due to the potential confound mentioned above, we deconstructed the skill task 
and assessed where changes in cerebellar excitability and M1 LTP-like plasticity are related to the 
distinct motor skill components. Here, we found that changes in CBI, but not in M1 LTP-like 
plasticity, are linked to learning the sensorimotor map. On the other hand, both changes in CBI 
and occlusion of M1 LTP-like plasticity were involved in sequence learning. These findings 
indicate that cerebellar and M1 plasticity changes found in Chapter 3 reflects the involvement of 
these physiological mechanisms for learning different motor components incorporated in the skill. 
In other words, the neural correlates of learning and their temporal dynamics vary dramatically 
depending on the skill being learning. 
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The finding that modulation of cerebellar excitability and M1 LTP-like plasticity occurs during 
motor sequence learning is consistent with several lines of work indicating roles for the 
cerebellum and M1 in acquiring this behavior (for review, see Doyon et al., 2008; Steele and 
Penhune, 2013). However, we do find the changes in our cerebellar physiological marker, thought 
to reflect the involvement of error-based learning (Schlerf et al., 2012),  interesting given that 
sequence learned here did not involve a change in task dynamics and was minimally dependent 
on errors (Spencer and Ivry, 2009; Stark-Inbar Alit et al., 2016). Instead, the sequence acquisition 
studied here involves associating successive sequential elements (Spencer and Ivry, 2009), and 
thus may suggest that forms of learning beyond error-based (e.g strategy and reinforcement 
learning) may induce changes in cerebellar excitability. Given the recent anatomical evidence 
revealing reciprocal connections between the cerebellum and prefrontal cortex (Kelly and Strick, 
2003), as well as cerebellum and basal ganglia (Bostan and Strick, 2010), future studies can 
explore this possibility. Moreover, given that prior studies have also indicated M1 plays a critical 
role in retention of motor learning, including repetitive, adaptation and skill tasks (Muellbacher et 
al., 2002; Richardson et al., 2006; Cantarero et al., 2013), the lack of M1 LTP-like plasticity 
changes following sensorimotor map is also a perplexing result. However, given that human and 
animal studies indicated that dopaminergic projections to M1 help drive neurophysiological 
plasticity in M1 (Molina-Luna et al., 2009; Kishore et al., 2012), a future experiment could 
investigate this physiological marker when individuals are provided reinforcement feedback 
while learning to interact with a new object or environment.   
The results presented here have broad implications for improving the efficiency of motor learning 
and raise an important question for future studies. Is targeting a specific brain region with 
interventions aimed to augment motor learning an effective strategy? The results from Chapter 4 
suggest the nature of the motor task being trained may dictate whether this is an appropriate 
strategy, and furthermore may explain why some studies targeting specific brain regions with 
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non-invasive brain stimulation to modulate learning have yielded conflicting results (Stagg et al., 
2011; Kantak et al., 2012; Saucedo-Marquez et al., 2013; Kwan et al., 2015). On the other hand, 
we found cerebellar excitability changes across all of the studies examined in this thesis. 
Interestingly, this is consistent with a recent imaging meta-analysis review of motor learning 
demonstrating that the right lateral cerebellum was found consistent across a variety of adaptation 
and motor sequence tasks (Hardwick et al. 2014). Perhaps targeting this region, along with 
cerebral areas, may provide as an optimal strategy for developing rehabilitation strategies aimed 
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